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New CCFR chief seeks short term
Lakers rally
for win over
CFS Tuesday
Page 10A
STATE

Forestry bill
emphasizes
management
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
forestry bill proposed by Gov.
Paul Patton would emphasize
good management by loggers
and public education.
Patton said he was convinced the timber .industry
could make more money without over-cutting or damaging
the environment.
The timber industn: has traditionally been identified with the
Northwest, where companies
owned vast tracts of forest. But
the industry in recent years has
turned increasingly to the
South, where most land is privately owned.
Kentucky has 12 million
acres of forest. About 11 million
acres are privately owned. Environmentalists have complained that Kentucky was illequipped to regulate commercial logging.
Logging and the manufacture
of wood products is a $2.6
billion-per-year industry, Patton
said.
"I believe that we can substantially increase the contributions that Kentucky forests
make to our economy without
over-harvesting or destroying
our environment," he said in remarks prepared for a news
conference at the Capitol.
If enacted, the legislation
would be phased in over two
years. Commercial timber cutting operations would be required to have a "master logger" on site. The industry's
best management practices
would be required during
harvest, and loggers would
have to correct damage to land
and water.
But no state permit would be
required, and the proposed law
would give loggers and operators four chances to correct violations.
WEATHER
Today...Patchy fog this
morning.. Otherwise mostly
sunny and mild. High 55 to
60. Light wind becoming
southwest 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy.
Low around 40. Southwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Thursday...Mostly
cloudy...Then becoming partly
sunny. High in the lower 50s.
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Matthew Tinsley wants to have
the shortest tenure of any chief of
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
squad.
Tinsley said he and all the
CCFR members, who elected
Tinsley Tuesday during their regular business meeting, hope former chief Greg Cherry returns.
Cherry, who resigned Saturday,
has said he was frustrated that the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
seemed reluctant to help him defray expenses in leading the
growing all-volunteer agency.
"The squad is willing to give
the fiscal court a chance to talk
with Greg and work something
out," Tinsley said after the
meeting.
"We'd just like him back as
soon as possible," he said. "The
department is willing to give the
fiscal court as much time as they
need. Anything else is going to
be up to Greg."

MATTHEW TINSLEY

RANDY BARNETT

Squad members elected Tinsley, who became the acting assistant chief after Cherry resigned,
by an 18-17 margin over Randy
Barnett. Tinsley's first official
act as chief was appointing Barnett as the acting assistant chief.

"It's going to be a team effort,
guys," Tinsley told the members
forming a circle in one of the
Murray station's bays. "We've
got a long way to go."
Cherry handled several jobs on
his own, Tinsley said.

Tinsley said the CCFR wants
"I'm not going to do that. I
three of its stations, currently
need some help," said Tinsley, a
rated at 9, to join the other four
seven-year member of CCFR who
stations in getting a better, lower
also works for the Murray Fire
rating of 7 before building new
Department.
sites in New Providence and HarTinsley appointed Heath Ryan
ris Grove. The No. 9-rated staas captain and Dwain McKinney
tions are in the Almo, Lynn
as the lieutenant of the Murray
Grove and Pottertown
station. He also appointed Hal
communities.
Nance Jr. to the agency's board
of directors.
A lower rating means communThe appointments, including
ity residents pay less in homeowthat of Barnett as assistant chief, ner insurance.
must be formally approved by the
"We don't want to wait. It just
CCFR members. The next schetakes so long to get (the ISO)
duled meeting is Feb. 10.
down here," Tinsley said. "We
Asked what he would do if just try to help the community as
Cherry doesn't return, Tinsley
much as we can."
said, "We'll go one day at a time
In other business, Capt. Dan
and do the best we can 'til we get
Dillon of the squad's fire prevensomebody settled in...someone to
tion team reported that fundstep in and take his place."
raising plans are being made to
Until then, Tinsley and the
help buy a fire safety house.
CCFR members plan to tackle the
The mobile house is an educapaperwork required to get retional tool for children that can
rated by the Insurance Services
simulate a house fire.
Office Inc., which rates fire departments for insurance purposes. • See Page 2

County poised for busy election
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Edsel Proctor said he decided
to run for Calloway County
Judge-Executive about 1 p.m. on
Tuesday.
He could not have waited very
much longer.
Proctor was the last person to
file for the top county administrative post, as he filed in the Republican primary just hours before
Tuesday's 4 p.m. filing deadline.
Proctor will face Melvin Henley,
who filed early Tuesday morning,
in the GOP primary.
Five Democrats — Dan Miller,
Larry Elkins, Jim Kelly, George
Weaks and Vincent Costello —
will face off in the Democratic
nomination.

In the Kentucky 5th district
race, Buddy Buckingham will
face Amos McCarty Jr. in the
Democratic primary for the distrier, which includes Calloway
and part of Trigg County. The
winner succeeds Rep. Freed
Curd, who is retiring and running
for mayor of Murray.
With federal and state legislative races on the ballot, this
May's primary will be one of the
busiest in the county's history,
according to Calloway County
clerk Ray Coursey.
Because of just two filings
(Curd and Dr. Dan Miller) in the
mayor of Murray's race and just
13 filings for 12 seats on the
Murray City Council race —
those non-partisan races will be

•—•-• S
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Scholarship debate continues

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

PAINT YOUR WAGON: Jim Blagg does some repairs to an old wagon
as he prepares It to become a lawn decoration for his yard in Almo
Tuesday.

By STACY MORFORD
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's smartest students and
its poorest have their pick of college scholarships. But for their
middle-class, B-average friends,
financial assistance can be hard
to come by.
"Every high school has one or
two students who clean up on
scholarships," said Eastern Kentucky University freshman Bernie
Moreland. "You either get it because you need it or you get it
because you're top dog. There's
nothing left for the rest of us."

The rest, like Moreland, spend Louisville.
hours away from their studies at
Shaughnessy and Sen. David
part-time jobs and still accrue Karcm, D-Louisville, are proposthousands of dollars of debt that ing a new system of state financan leave them questioning cial aid based on a "Commonwhether higher education is
wealth Merit Scholarship." It
worth the cost and effort.
would more than triple the schoTwo state senators are trying to larship pot by using lottery reease those fears while encourag- 'venue. One-third of the money
ing high schoolers with the lure
would go into need-based grant
of merit-based college programs and the rest into meritscholarships.
based scholarships.
The state has need-based grant
Under the plan, each B-average
programs, but those programs
year in high school would earn a
have never had enough money to scholarship covering one-eighth
help every student who qualified,
said Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D- • See Page 2

Clinton, GOP find
common ground
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Politely looking past White House
turmoil, Republicans are eager to
contrast their own election-year
plan for tax cuts with President
Clinton's call for more spending
to buttress a "smaller government but a stronger nation."
"Big government or families?
More taxes or more freedom?" is
the choice confronting the country, Senate Majority leader Trent
Lott countered Tuesday night in a
high-tech GOP response to Clinton's prime time State of the Union address.
Republican proposals — to improve education, day care opportunities and crack down further
on crime — are "shaped by our
commitment to family, to faith
and to freedom," the Mississippi
Republican added.
While they clashed freely over
priorities, Clinton and most Republicans found common ground

in avoiding mention of the crisis
that has gripped the White House
for the past week.
Clinton has denied charges that
he had sex with a former White
House intern and tried to cover it
up, and never mentioned the subject as he stood before a House
chamber packed with lawmakers,
Supreme Court Justices, Cabinet
officials and guests.
Lou touched on the explosive
subject only in passing, when he
warned Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein that "despite any current
controversy" the GOP-controlled
Congress will "vigorously support the president" in defending
American interests.
Hillary Rodham Clinton said
today that she was thrilled by the
reception given her husband's
speech, which she called "a
triumph ... a 100 on a scale of 1
to 10."
"It proved again last night that
II See Page 2
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A SECURE FLOORING: Jeffery Padilla, Scott Burgess and May Reddocti adiust the walkway 10 a billboard
stand they are assembling on U.S. 611 north of Murray Tuesday. The wort.crest Is from Raids and will
use an &ton crane to lift the assembled structure In% piece.
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delayed until this fall.
However, with 29 candidates
filed for four magisterial spots on
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court, five candidates for Calloway County Jailer, six candidates
for Calloway County Coroner —
it's going to be a busy spring for
local politics.
Proctor, a member of the Calloway County Concerned Citizens, said he decided to file for
the judge's race after hearing
U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning this
weekend.
"I got very enthused," Proctor
said. "I filed as a Republican, and
I have no illusions about winning. But the primary reason was
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versifies. An A-average year
would cover one-fourth of that
student's tuition, meaning four
A-average years could earn a full
ride scholarship. Standardized
test scores, such as the ACT and
SAT, would be factored in as
well.
"The theory sounds great,"
said EKU senior Elizabeth
Waddle. "But if someone's also
working at a job to help mommy
and daddy pay the bills or they're
out of school for weeks to help
house tobacco, they're not going
to have time to maintain that A
and maybe not the B either,"
Waddle worked two jobs in
high school to help her mother
pay the rent. Her mind was on
her family and finances, and it
showed in her grades.
She applied for a College Access Program grant, but the program's money didn't stretch far
enough to help her. So for three
semesters, Waddle worked 30
hours a week while trying to keep
up with her political science and
communications classes. The
$12,000 she was earning was
barely enough to live on, but it
still too much to qualify for state
help.
According to the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance Authority, as many as 13,000 stu-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
1-2-4
Pick 4:
8-4-7-8
Cash 5:
4-5-10-22-25

a

Dillon said the house will cost
about $30,000 and will be used
by CCFR, the Murray Fire Department and the American Society of Safety Engineers at Murray
State University.
"We're going for it," Dillon
said during his report. "We're going to need a lot of help. It's going to be a lot of work."
In other action, CCFR members voted to give full membership to Richard Alderson, Allen
Sheckell and Angela Hasty.
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A second Mayfield man has
been charged in the burglary of a
Murray business after another
suspect pointed him out as a coconspirator.
Police arrested Jerediah Randle
and charged him with thirddegree burglary, a Class D felony, on Tuesday after he was arrested by the Mayfield Police Department, according to city police
Det. Mike Jump.
Local police arrested Randle,
18, on an affidavit from David A.
Keizer, also of Mayfield, who
said Randle helped him break
into Car Toons on North Fourth
Street earlier this month, Jump
said. About $8,000 in car stereo
equipment was taken.
Kcizer was arrested Jan. 20
and charged with theft by unlawful taking 'more than $300 and
third-degree burglary.
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He said his office has already
shifted some personnel around to
handle the election crunch.
"We've made some changes
with some people, shifting some
duties around," Coursey said.
"It's going to be a very busy year
for us and I hope everyone will
be patient."
Buckingham announced last
fall that he would seek the Kentucky House seat. Buckingham is
currently in Frankfort, where he
lobbies on behalf of Murray State
University.
"Obviously, I would have preferred running unopposed,"
Buckingham said. "I've known
Amos for a long time and he's a

FROM PAGE 1
the people are really pleased by
what the president has done the
last five years and want him to
continue his agenda," she told
ABC's "Good Morning
America."
Polls taken right after the
speech had a bit of good news for
the president. An NBC poll
showed 77 percent approval for
the policies he espoused in the
speech; those surveyed were
evenly divided about whether the
allegations he had an affair with
a former White House intern
were true, untrue or they weren't
sure.
As is customary, the pageantry
of a State of the Union address
marked the kickoff of a yearlong
struggle between the parties.
Clinton and Vice President Al
Gore arranged to fly to the nation's heartland today to push
their proposals for expanding
Medicare, safeguarding Social
Security and using an increase in
the price of cigarettes to help expand child care, educational opportunities and other programs.
For their part, congressional
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fine person. I'm going to get a
late start on the campaign because I'm up here, but I'm looking forward to getting home and
talking to everyone."
McCarty is a real estate agent
and a retired firefighter. H? said
taxes will be a key issue in the
campaign.
"I think I've got a broader
background than Buddy."
McCarty said. "I think I can represent the people. I've worked in
a plant and I know what working
people go through. I'm retired
from city, so I've worked in
public service. I've owned my
own business and I've been a farmer. I've got a very broad range
of things that I know about."
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Republicans scheduled their first
hearing of the year on a top
priority — legislation to tame the
Internal Revenue Service.
Political reaction to the president's remarks fell along predictable lines.
Democrats, heartened by the
forceful denials Clinton uttered
Monday about the Monica Lewinsky affair, applauded his
proposals.
"There is tremendous unity in
the Democratic party" around
Clinton's agenda, said House
Democratic leader Dick Gephardt
of Missouri, "making HMOs
work for patients, expanding
child care to working families
and striving to make college as
universal as high school."
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga., credited Clinton with a
"good, workmanlike speech,"
but took sharp issue with one
presidential statement. "One
thing I emphatically disagreed
with was his statement that the
greatest health threat to our
young people is tobacco. The
greatest threat to our young people is crack cocaine and heroin."
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FROM PAGE 1
to have input and bring up a few
things. I want to help the Republican party to get started here in
the county."
Proctor said the No. 1 issue in
the campaign will be the "mismanagement" by the current
county government.
"I'm certainly not happy with
the present government, and I
don't think anyone is," Proctor
said. "It's typical of the government we've had in this county for
too long."
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. announced that ballot
positions will be drawn Thursday
at 2 p.m. at the Weaks Commun-

Staff Report

FROM PAGE 1

Save Your Life—
Stop Smoking

Murray Looger & Tows (USPS 303-703)
Murray Ledger & Times is a mernbor ol the
Associated Press. Kentucky Press Aaaocadion
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dents who should have been eligible for CAP grants were denied
assistance this fall. The authority
estimated the grant program was
underfunded by at least $14
million.
Waddle got one of those grants
this year, but only after she quit
her job to tend to her ailing
father.
"They have the poverty level
set at a crazy amount," Waddle
said. "I had to get to the point
where I basically couldn't feed
myself to get the help."
Waddle would rather see more
assistance for students who can't
afford college.
But Shaughnessy says poor
students would benefit from the
Commonwealth Merit Scholarship as well. Gov. Paul Patton
has said he would support the
plan, but need-based scholarships
would have to be funded first.

•CCFR...

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
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of that student's tuition at any of
Kentucky's public or private uni-
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Ephedra, Ma Huang Free!!!
Drug Free, Prescription Free!!!
Available at.
100% Natural
HONEY
TREE in Murray
Pharmacist Developed
Ph.
502-753-346
1
Safe & Effective
LEMON TREE in Paducah
Fast Acting
Ph. 502-442-0494

PRODUCT INFORMATION: 1 (800) 489-4USA (4872) Dr. John Smothers, N.D., MR
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NEW WAYS TO SAVE
AN

IRA

WITH

Build A College
Fund With

Tax-Free
Penalty-Free
Withdrawals With

Enhancements
Made To

THE EDUCATION IRA

THE ROTH IRA

THE TRADITIONAL IRA

The Education IRA is a great way to
help finance your children's college
education.

Reap the benefits of tax-free earnings
with the new Roth IRA.

The following improvements in benefits apply to the Traditional IRA contributions for tax year 1998.

• Anyone
PARENTS, GRANDPARENTS, EVEN
FAMILY FRIENDS — whose income is
less than $95,000 ($150,000 for married couples filingjoint tax returns)can
contribute.
•
• SET ASIDE UP TO $500 A YEAR
for each child age 18 or younger.
• WATCH YOUR COLLEGE FUND
GROW TAX-FREE.

• FUNDED WITH AFTER-TAX
DOLLARS, so you can withdraw your
own contribution at any time tax-free.

• IRA OWNERS WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO A 10% PENALTY FOR
EARLY WITHDRAWALS from their
accounts (before 59 1/2) for two new
reasons: to pay for higher education
expenses or for a first-time home
purchase.

• WITHDRAW YOUR EARNINGS
TAX-FREE AND PENALTY-FREE
once you reach age 591/2 — sooner if
you're buying your first home.'
•
HIGHER
INCOME
LIMITS
and changes in eligibility allow more
people to contribute.

• ALLOWS A SPOUSE WITHOUT A
PERSONAL PENSION TO HAVE A
FULLY DEDUCTIBLE IRA as long as
the couple's adjusted gross income
(AGI) is $150,000 or less.

• SPECIAL TAX BREAK FOR 1998:
Convert your traditional IRA to Roth
IRA before January 1, 1999 and spread
your tax liability over four years.

• LIMITS FOR FULLY DEDUCTIBLE
IRA CONTRIBUTIONS BEGIN TO
RISE for taxpayers who have employer-provided retirement plans.

1998 LOCAL ELECTION BALLOT
An x- indicates an incumbent. A indicates the race will
not have a primary election in May and will be contested
in November. Bold Indicates candidate Is unopposed
and elected. All candidates are Democrats, unless
noted.
KENTUCKY HOUSE (5TH DISTRICT): Buddy Buckingham, Amos McCarty Jr.
COUNTY JUDGE-EXECUTIVE: Dan Miller, Vincent B.
Costello, Larry Elkins, George Weaks, Jim Kelly. (Republican) Melvin Henley, Edsell Proctor.
COUNTY ATTORNEY: David L. Harrington-x, Randall
Hutchens.
COUNTY CLERK: Ray Coursey Jr.-x.
COUNTY CORONER: Kenneth Reynolds, Glenn Allen
Jones, Howard Damon Mathis, Tony Bayless, Dwane
Jones-x. (Republican) Kenneth C. Imes.
COUNTY JAILER: Ronald Wisehart, Floyd Burden
Dawson, Joe E. Thornton, Phil Hazle, Kenny Collins.
COUNTY PVA: Ronnie Jackson-x.
COUNTY SHERIFF: Stan Scott-x.
COUNTY SURVEYOR: C. Thomas Dowdy.
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT NO. 1: Gerald H. Duncan,
Joe "Sonny" McKinney, James Mark Ramsey, Phillip
Lynn Rogers, Greg Hendrick, Gary Ahart, Ronald
Litchfield.
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT NO. 2: Lovella Faircloth
McConnell, John Lane, Kenneth W. Bogarding, Steve
Lax-x, Eddie Stubblefield, Greg Williams.
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT NO. 3: Bobby Stubblefieldx, Randy Adams, Buddy Lee White, Charles Adams,
Billy "Bucky" Erwin, Marcia Brandon.
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT NO. 4: Rickey 0. Alexander, Dallas Willoughby, Johnny Gingles, Tim Manning,
Jimmy Dale Greer, Eddie Workman, Chuck Williams,
Rick Norsworthy, Sonny Tucker. (Republican) Thomas
Collins.
CONSTABLE DISTRICT NO. 1: Charles Marty
Duncan.
CONSTABLE DISTRICT NO. 2: Danny McCuiston-x,
Ben A. Brumley IV, Timothy Pace.
CONSTABLE DISTRICT NO. 3: Walter M. King, Max
A. Parrish, Harry Allison.
CONSTABLE DISTRICT NO. 4: Billy Balentine-x.
'MAYOR OF MURRAY: Freed Curd, Dr. Dan Miller.
'MURRAY CITY COUNCIL (12): Bill Wells-x, Doris Parham, William N. (Bill) Cherry, William C. Adams Jr.-x,
Tom Rushing-x, Dennis Crawford-x, Tommy Sanders-x,
Johnny Bohannon, Ginger Veal, Danny Hudspeth-x, Joe
Hal Spann, Shea McWherter, R.C. Jones.
'MAYOR OF HAZEL: No filings.
*HAZEL CITY COUNCIL (4): No filings.

Make an investment in your future...

See You At The Top.

PeoplesBank

Our formula for success is simple and
will work for you too! In any field . in
any line of endeavor .1f you have a
job to do - Do It Right!
(Someone always notices )

Of Murray,Kentucky
FT)1(

(502) 767-2265

The hometown advantage!
'Once your Roth IRA has been open
for five years. Some restrictions may
apply. Consult your tax advisor for
details.

rij

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Stop by any of our four Peoples Bank locations for more
information on the new Education IRA,new Roth IRA,and the

changes made to the Traditional IRA. You'll be glad you
did!
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Instructor admits to affair with Lewinsky
By LANDON HALL
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
Monica Lewinsky said she had a
sexual relationship with a "highranking White House official,"
her former high school drama instructor said as he admitted to
having a five-year affair with her.
Andy Bleiler, 32, was joined
by his wife Kathy at a news conference outside their home just
minutes before President Clinton
began his State of the Union address Tuesday night.
The president has denied allegations that he had sex with Ms.
Lcwinsky, a former White House
intern, and then told her to lie about it.
Bleiler's lawyer, Terry Giles,
portrayed Ms. Lcwinsky as a

manipulative liar who refused to
break off her affair with the
drama instructor and wormed her
way into the family's confidence.
"Kathy and Andy would both
describe Monica as having a pattern of twisting facts, especially
to enhance her version of her
own self-image," said Giles, of
Rancho Santa Fe, Calif.
Bleiler worked in the drama
department at Beverly Hills (Calif.) High School, which Ms.
Lewinsky attended. He said their
affair started in 1992, a year after
Ms. Lewinsky graduated from
another high school and a year
after he was married.
He said the affair continued
during the two years she attended
Lewis & Clark College here, and
after she graduated in 1995 and

left for Washington.
Bleiler, now a theater technician at the Vancouver (Wash.)
School of Arts and Academics,
said the relationship ended last
April after his wife found out about it. That happened when she
learned Ms. Lewinsky had
bragged about the affair to college acquaintances.
William Ginsburg, Ms. Lewinsky's attorney, confirmed his
24-year-old client had an affair
with Bleiler but dismissed its
importance.
"This is a grown woman,"
Ginsburg said. "She has had relationships with men. That is
neither shocking nor is it
surprising."
Ms. Lewinsky told Bleiler that
she was having oral sex with a

"high-ranking White House official" and was "frustrated and
agitated" that that was all he
wanted to have, Giles said.
The attorney added that Ms.
Lewinsky confided in the couple
long after she went to work at the
White House. He said she never
mentioned Clinton specifically,
but referred to the White House
official as "the creep."
Sources have said Ms. Lewinsky referred to Clinton as "the
creep" on secretly recorded tapes
made by a former White House
colleague.
Giles also said Ms. Lcwinsky
told the Bleilers when she left for
her Washington internship in
June 1995: "I'm going to the
White House to get my presidential kneepads."

After starting at the White
House as an unpaid intern, Ms.
Lewinsky moved to a paid White
House position handling mail,
then went to the Pentagon in
April 1996. She left last
December.
Giles said Ms. Lewinsky told
the couple that alter she had been
reassigned from the White House
to the Pentagon, she had an abortion. Giles did not address the
question of who the father might
have been.
Ms. Lewinsky sent the Bleilers
some documents and photographs, Giles said, that they were
to turn over to Whitewater special prosecutor Kenneth Starr's
office today.
They did not specify what the
documents and photographs were,

but said none ol the photos wert
of Clinton and Ms. Lewinsky.
"It has been a very difficul
time for my wife and 1, the pas
year trying to mend this," Bleak
said. "I couldn't in good conscience just sit on this and not tel:
the authorities what I know."
(ides said Ms. Lewinsky re
fused to break off the relationshii
even though Bleiler wanted ti
end it as early as 1993. Giles saii
Ms. Lewirisk) became friend'
with Bleiler's ife to manipulate
him:

Iraqi paper: Congress' push bad for Clinton
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — An
Iraqi newspaper charged today
that members of Congress are
pushing President Clinton to attack Iraq, a move that would
mark the "end of his collapsing
ethical and political life."
Clinton has strong support in
Congress for military action
against Iraq and is sending envoys abroad to seek international
support for strikes against suspected Iraqi weapons sites.

"When Congress members encourage Clinton to attack Iraq,
they actually are attempting to
escape their troubles by blaming
them on others," said Babil, a
daily paper owned by President
Saddam Hussein's son, Odai.
"They are calling on Clinton to
make the final step for the end of
his collapsing ethical and political life."
Babil had earlier suggested that
the United States might attack

Iraq to divert attention from sex
scandals involving Clinton.
The newspaper attack today
came as a Russian envoy, Viktor
Posuvalyuk, was in Baghdad
seeking a political solution to the
crisis sparked by Iraq's refusal to
grant U.N. weapons inspectors
permission to visit certain sites,
such as presidential palaces.
The inspectors repeatedly have
said they suspect that Iraq is hiding material from its banned wea-

29 convicted in Gandhi killing

Mo.

POONAMALLEE, India (AP)
— After six years and nearly 300
witnesses, a judge today convicted a feared Sri Lankan rebel
and 28 other conspirators in the
assassination of former Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi. All but
three were sentenced to, death.
Gandhi and 17 others were
killed at a 1991 political rally
near Poonamallee when a Sri
Lankan suicide bomber offered
him flowers, then set off a pound
of plastic explosives packed with
10,000 metal pellets.
"The nation stands vindicated," said D.R. Karthikeyan,
the federal police officer who led
the investigation into Gandhi's
killing.
The sentences, relayed to reporters by Karthikcyan, came
hours after Judge V. Navaneetham announced his verdicts.
Reporters were not allowed in the
courtroom.
Though only two defendants
were convicted of murder, all
were tried under special terrorist
laws that made the death penalty
possible. Death sentences are rare
in India, but those convicted in
previous political assassinations
were hanged.
The judge passed no sentence
for three Sri Lankan rebels leaders tried in absentia. The rebels
are at large in neighboring Sri
Lankan, where they are fighting
for a Tamil homeland.
The charges ranged from abetting a crime to murder. During
the inquiry, 12 suspects committed suicide rather than be

captured.
The case was India's longest
assassination trial. The verdict in
the killing of independence leader
Mohandas Gandhi came after two
years, and the trial for the killer
of Rajiv Gandhi's mother, Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi, lasted 15
months.
Two defendants in this trial,
including the man who built the
bomb, were convicted of murder,
their lawyers said. Others who
helped with planning or provided
transportation, housing or food to
the killers were convicted of
lesser chargers.
Velupillai Prabhakaran, leader
of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam, and his top two aides
were convicted in absentia. Other
members of the Sri Lankan group
also were convicted.
Lawyers for the defendants
said they would appeal.
The Tigers, fighting for a
homeland for minority Tamils in
neighboring Sri Lanka, were supported by previous Indian governments. But as prime minister
in 1987, Gandhi sent troops to
help the Sri Lankan government
try to crush their uprising.
Reaction to the verdict was
muted in southern India, populated by ethnic Tamils with close
ties to Tamils in Sri Lanka. About 100 members of a local political party linked to the Tigers
kept a vigil near the courthouse,
but refused to speak with
reporters.
Indian Tamils had objected to
a federal report late last year that

they said suggested all Tamils
were responsible for Gandhi's
death. India's national government fell in November because
the ruling coalition refused to
oust a member party accused in
the report of supporting the Tigers. Voting for a new parliament
is scheduled next month.
Fear of the Tigers, who have
carried out several assassinations
in their own country as well,
prompted the strict security measures for the trial. About 1,000
police officers were posted in the
area today. Shops in the neighborhood were closed.
ICarthikeyan led a team 01 180
officers who examined hundreds
of thousands of documents,
photographs and hours of videotape. Their first break came when
they developed film from a camera found at the scene, and identified Tamil militants in the
photographs.
Twelve suspects — including
the man believed to have led the
hit squad — killed themselves by
swallowing cyanide to avoid being captured by police who had
trapped them in a house after a
chase across southern India in
1992.
Sonia Gandhi, Rajiv's widow,
was campaigning for her husband's Congress Party in northern India today. Though not running for office herself, she is trying to help revive a party
weakened by corruption scandals
and lack of charismatic
leadership.

pons programs. Iraq has said it
will never allow the inspectors
into the sites.
Posuvalyuk met Tuesday with
Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister
Tariq Aziz and is expected to
meet with Saddam today.
Meanwhile, U.S. Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright is
traveling to Europe today to meet
with the British, French and Russian foreign ministers to rally
support for a possible use of military force.
In Paris, President Jacques
Chirac said Tuesday that France
would like to see a doubling in
the amount of oil that Iraq can
export under a U.N.-authorized
oil-for-food deal.
The oil-for-food program currently allows Iraq to sell $2 billion in oil over six months to buy
food, medicine and other humanitarian goods.
U.N. officials have said the
money is inadequate to meet the

tI.

needs of civilians hard hit by
U.N. sanctions. U.N. diplomats
are exploring ways of increasing
the deal.
U.N. Security Council diplomats have said that trade sanctions, imposed after Iraq's 1990
invasion of Kuwait, will not be
lifted until after the inspectors
certify that Iraq has eliminated its
weapons of mass destruction.
The New York Times on Tuesday quoted chief U.N. weapons
inspector Richard Butler as saying that Iraq had enough biological weapons to "blow away Tel
Aviv."
The government-controlled AlJumhuriya newspaper accused
Butler of being an Israeli agent
and called on the Security Council to reconsider his job
appointment.
"He chose Tel Aviv because
he knows that this will move the
United States, under the pressures
of the Zionist lobby, to attack
Iraq."

(It Stars need to stay in i.op shape —and
they've found that not •sing shapes thighs
and ug)•tens buns lake a Cardio Karaterm
workot.:.
(21 tic the ultimate calone burner (Slut
cic and Fitness Magazine rated aerobic
kickboxing as the number one calorie
burning workout at over SIX) calones
burned an hour')
(3) You're learning while you're horning
iL's not only a workout, but you learn the
basics of self defense as well. And best of
all its fun! Classes are for adults only,
you wear regular workout clothes, there's
no belts or uniforms, no physical contact
and there's no expehence necessary.
Classes are forming now, call today!

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS

cardloKARATE

& FARM SUPPLIES

Tlif WORKOUT THAT PACKS A PUNCH

'Bearings
'Belts
•Sheaves
•Sprockets
•Logging Supplies

'Chain
•Wire Rope
(Roller & Log)
•Safety Supplies
•Nuts & Bolts
'Oil Seals
•Tools
'Air Hose
'Hydraulic Hoses 'Hydraulic Fluid
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
1204 Johnson Blvd.
502-759-0061
(Behind Walter's Pharmacy)
Fax 759-0063
Murray, Ky.

753-6111

41c

1413 Olive
Blvd.
Murray

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

Pain may be eliminated for millions
(SPECIAL) A drug that is exciting
researchers in the treatment of pain
has been formulated into a new
product known as "Arthur his,"
and is being called a "Medical
Miracle" by some, in the treatment
of debilitatine conditions such as
arthritis, bursitis,rheumatism,pain-

fill muscle aches.joint aches. sun plc
backache, bruises, and more. Although the mechanism of action is
unclear, experiments indicate' that
Arthur itis. relieves pain by first
selectively attractin2 and then destroyine the messenger chemical
which carries pain sensations to
Available at:

Clinic Pharmacy
104 N. Fifth St.
753-&302

Walter's Pharmacy
604 South 12th St.
753-7688

!he l)rairl.
climinan]p2 pain in
the aflectcd area. Arthur his is
as ;tilable munek.hatelsss !thorn a prescription in an odorless. ereae less.
non-stainilw cream or 'less roll-on
lotion form. Arthur his I, I:Mal:Illteed to ss t trk ii\
Use,

as di•eL:led

Wallis Drugs
412 Main St.
753-1272

Language barrier poses problems
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — With only hours before
their goodbyes, U.S. astronaut
David Wolf rushed to tell his Mir
replacement all he needs to know
about living on the Russian space
station.
He might want to squeeze in
some Russian language lessons.
A cosmonaut about to rocket
away to Mir said from the Russian launch site in Kazakstan today that the station's new American guest, Andrew Thomas,
speaks Russian poorly and that
could pose problems with their
work.
"We understand it will be hard
for us," said Talgat Musabayev,
who will become Mir's new commander.
Indeed, although Thomas spent
a year studying in Russia, he did
not seem to understand questions
asked by Russian reporters on
Tuesday and answered only in
English.
Thomas, 46, an Australianborn engineer, was just a backup
for the Mir mission until he was

bumped up to flight status last
summer after another astronaut
was yanked from the lineup.
"We had to work with him urgently and intensively," Musabayev said at a news conference.
"But we hope everything will be
normal, taking into account Thomas' professionalism and
persistence."

PHIL HARE
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR

CALLOWAY
COUNTY JAILER

There ore two new Schwan's men in town.
.,..„„,.;,..0101111111111aw.

Phil Hazle is seeking the office of Jailer. Phil is a 1974 graduate of Murray State University and has
worked in the field of adult corrections for over 22 years:
•
•
•
•

r

fri

Doug Ray & Dennis Sliger ore looking forward to working
with the many fine customers in the Murray area. If we are
missing you Of if you would like service please call

1402-750-9701
1400433-1632

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

ChdanS,

•

Holland Motor Sales

Fine Foods

S. 12th St.=

753-4461

INTRODUCING

7Scluvan's. Sales Enterprises, Inc.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

•513

Thomas started off his
4% -month Mir mission at odds
with Russian space officials. After he reported Sunday that his
emergency spacesuit didn't fit,
Viktor Blagov, deputy chief of
Russia's Mission Control, called
Thomas "capricious" and wondered aloud how the stay would
go.

,

For Quality See/lost
Or Stop By Our Wst•kly
Truck Sal* Ev•ry
Wednesday
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
Boom's Laundry
On 12th Stre•f.

1975-89
State Probation and Parole Officer
1989-93
Kentucky Parole Board Member
1993-97
State Probation and Parole Officer
1997-present
Victim Advocate for the Commonwealth
Phil and his wife. Judy Aciams-Hazle, reside in Hamlin. Judy has been employed by the West Kentucky
Educational Cooperative since 1979.
Commitments

Goals

•

To make community safety the top priority V Early payoff of Jail debt through sound fiscal
management and by seeking
To work closely with local officials and serve as
state money
a full-time Jailer
• To provide fair and firm treatment of prisoners V Fully trained and professional staff
,
V Meaningful self help programs for prisoners
"To the citizens qf Calloway County, YOU deserve a corrections professional to manage YOUR Jail. Your
annualjail budget 1651.125 million.Iprontise to put community safetyfirst and to operate a cost efficient
Jail./firmly believe I an the most qualified candidateforjailer. I &Afar your support. If you want to help
•
elect a full-time professional Jailer please see me or call 438-2429."
Sincerely.

Paid for by Phil tiarle
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Atrliere there is no vision, the people perish.'
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FROM OUR READERS

Authority high performer
lk..tr Editor:
all public housing authorities throughout the United States
asse.sed on eight indicators by the U.S. Department of Housing and
"r bah Development
"I he Housing Authority of Murray for the past few years has been
,
1.0le(I a "nigh performer" with our score between 90 and 95 percent.
h[s year, we received an overall score of 1(X) percent.
• tail, board of commissioners, the city and our residents have
• ••...•J very hard together to make this authority an asset to our
•:imity- - and 1 thank all of you for your assistance and guidance
•...Ilicsh we could not have achieved this level of excellence.
Linda Bassett, Executive Director
Housing Authority of Murray
716 Nash Drive, Murray, KY 42071

City needs to check rates
• )t•Ar firlitor
-stiiinping in Murray is frequently enhanced by the attitude of the
• irk' and the businesses of themselves, who frequently go but of
, to help the customers. As a person who has lived and traveled
hout the country, I can truly say that living and shopping in
,•••,is• is a continual joy.
•
ently , however,our city seems to have been invaded by companies
• • •se interests seem to be in taking advantage of the customers rather
,incerely trying to help them.
!
ill se of helping the unfortunate individual, who may need some
1[.,•,l,,itc cash, they allegedly charge up 1,000 percent interest for a
Tr term loan. The individuals must sign a post-dated cheek for
;,ereer t more than the amount borrowed and pay it back by hA or her
pas-day.
Ms-iouslv, its a great way to make money, but certainly not in
t1 !ill reasonable, though probably loophole legal, standards of

Popular political wisdom for
many years has held that Kentucky
governors actually were given only
one real opportunity to make their
mark — their first legislative session and two-year budget — because, barred from seeking a second
term in office, governors were lame
ducks by the time their second
session and budget rolled around
They held considerably less
power and influence over legislators in their final two years in office
and, in fact by governors' second
legislative sessions, candidates already were lining up support and
money to succeed them.

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist

In the meantime, Patton tackled
reform of the workers' compensation and the structure of the state's
higher education and vocational
education system with a vengeance,
earning far more admirers than
enemies.
All the while the state's economy,
Gov.Paul Patton is in the process along with the nation's, was chugof re-writing that political wisdom, ging along quite
nicely, and the
because for the first time in more surplus tax revenues kept mounting
than two centuries, this governor in the
treasury.
has theability to run for and win a
Now with that surplus, which
second consecutive term.
could be as much as $300 million,
Indeed, Patton is turning that
Patton is able, in his second budget,
wisdom on its head, and his likely
to offer bold spending plans very
success means that his first terra will
much designed to make his mark on
be studied closely by political scienKentucky history (and the voters'
tists (and his would-be successors)
minds as they go to the polls next
for years to come. z
year).
Patton believes his scholarship
Rather than establish a bold
budget agenda two years ago in his plan for all Kentucky students who
first legislative session soon after make good grades in high school
assuming office, Patton asked for will represent that
historic
and received a fairly Spartan budget achievement.
that basically was a continuation of
I don't think so. It is the creation
the Jones administration's spending of a potentially very expensive
plan.
entitlement for parents who are

financially capable of paying for
their children's higher education.
The truly historic proposal in
Patton 1998-2000 budget is his idea
to borrow money to fund endowed
professorships at the state's
universities.
It also promises to draw a lot of
controversy.
A key element in Patton's reform
of post-secondary education and his
challenge that the University of
Kentucky and University of Louisville become nationally-ranked research institutions involves bringing to Kentucky the very best
teachers in their fields.
That's not going to happen with
the kind of salaries university professors are paid in Kentucky.
Patton's plan is to issue $110
million in bonds, with the universities matching that amount dollarfor-dollar from private contributions. UK would receive about $67
million, U of L $33 million and the
remaining $10 million would be

divided among the six regional
universities.
With the matching money, the
universities would have $220 million total to endow professorships,
probably at about $2 million each.
With a 5 percent annual return, the
money provides $100,000a year for
salaries for top-notch professors.
And that's the least amount it will
take to bring in the best chemists,
historians, musicologists and physicists in the academic world.
The cost to repay the debt will
require $11 million a year for the
next 20 years.
Critics will flail away that borrowing money to buy brain power
for UK and U of L is a risky
proposition. Traditionally, the state
uses debt only to build roads, buildings and sometimes even to buy
equipment.
Those roads eventually need repaving, the buildings need renovation and the equipment wears out,
sometimes long before the bonds
that paid for them have been paid
off.
The academic standing of Kentucky Universities and the:quality of
education Kentucky students will
receive because of those endowed
professorships won't wear out in 10
or 20 years.
It's the best debt the taxpayers
ever undertook.

• haps the city council could look into limiting these transactions or
c•,icild make an effort at helping the people who frequently are
ast able to afford and/or understand such tactics.
Don Hellkamp
106 S 5th St. Murray, KY 42071

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
‘Ics,enger-Inquirer, Owensboro — Uov. Paul Patton's ideas to
;RI. er-grow mg amount of juvenile crime are laudable, but
v.ay s may attempt more than is needed.
idult crime is decreasing both nationally and statewide,
ertmo. Lontinues to rise. Police in some counties have
owr an hour to transport a teen-ager to a secure de:!U\, then return the following day to bring the teen back
l'atton'$ plan to builil three 48-bed detention centers
southeast and southern parts of the state is such a
ent art' -,
,,urd be sahl for other parts of the plan, including iniuntics that house juveniles prior to trial and
rit to spe - ihk.- teens
a!,f, wants the state to acquire or contract with the
detention centers in Owensboro, Louisville, Lextu
1-hiahetlitown Niter meeting with the governor, DayIiiir•dd "Taylor said he favored the plan to conthc hate.
-r been one to believe the state could operate a
.Hexivrisively as a local government. He even believes a
rit an operate more elficiently than a private company.
Davies' County that has been the case.
is long been hailed for his fiscal conservatism in operatILL.. The math fail and the three centers on U.S. 60
rrate on money generated by the detention center. A $I
1•1 that Daviess Fis,a1 Court borrowed to complete the
,•tention facility was paid off last year — 19 years early.
A ., mess with a good thing?
•tc ,-an show it has the potential to run a facility more
the taxpayers would benefit from the new controls.
if 'hat -.lain] can't he made?
ixpayer-t. would best be served by the state deciding on a
Ise hasis whether it should take over operation of a juve-

To.
ph
19$

uhy

1Ttil,',1`,1,

ouch must be done to improve the juvenile justice syfitem to
time retooling a process that already works.

HOW TO FOLLOW THE ACTION
CONTACTING KENTUCKY'S LEGISLATORS
Toll Free Numbers:
111 To check the status of a bill: 1-800-809-0020
•To leave.a message for a legislator: 1-800-372-7181
•TTY number for hearing impaired: 1-800-896-0305
ot To check the schedule of upcoming legislative
meetings: 1-800-633-9650
.1 lo leave a message for someone attending a
legislative meeting: 1-800-592-4399
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Chicks coming to roost
How serious is it? It's serious
enough to lower the decibel level of
James Carville. It's serious enough
that George Stephinopolous, looking more to his future as an ABC
"analyst" than to his past as a top
White House aide, was among the
first to use the dreaded "impeachment" word.
Even the staunchest Clinton defenders are saying that if charges of
a cover-up and encouraging others
to commit perjury are true, then Bill
Clinton is a goner.

CAL'S TIIOUGIITS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated coliumnist
House chief of staff's office, with
regular access to the president ofthe
United States.

efactors who put her on the fast
track to success by lying about a
sexual relationship with the president? Anyone falsely accused of
such a thing after doing so many
generous favors would have called
her a liar, an opportunist, a golddigger.
Instead, the president is said by
the increasingly uncomfortable
Mike McCurry to have "compassion" for Lewinsky. After earlier

She then was hired for a paid
Since 1992, Clinton defenders position, also at the White House,
have said that character doesn't and later got a job at the Pentagon,
count, and that a president can where she was known by the highest
separate what he does in private officials in the office of the Secretfrom what he does in public.
ary of Defense. When she quit last
But you can't subdivide charac- month, her salary was $32,736.
ter. The same moral (or immoral)
Would Lewinsky betray the bencompass that guides in public matters must also guide in private ones,
unless scientists can clone an alternate conscience.
Readers and resident* are welcome and encouraged to express their
The president's statements den!,
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
ing trysts with Monica Lewinsky do
letters on a variety of Wes, provided they comply with the following
not ring true, not only because they
guidelines: an letter' must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
arc carefully crafted legalese but
address and telephone number included in case verification is necesbecause they arc devoid of the
sary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typeoutrage one might expect of somewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
one who has been so unfairly
more than 500 word. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
wronged.
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers
Lewinsky was a 21-year-old
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
fresh outof college when she landed
& Times, P.O. Box 1440, Murray, KY 42071.
a plum intern's job in the White

disparaging remarks about Lewinsky's confidante, Linda Tripp, by
White House and Clinton lawyer
Bob Bennett, the president apparently thinks he can limit further
damage by a calm demeanor and
compassionate feelings.
What ought to amaze is not the
latest allegations but that the press
has taken so long to label this
president what he is: a lying scoundrel, who thinks he can manipulate
anyone with his personal charm.(In
his deposition last Saturday, he
reportedly admitted having an affair
with Gennifer Flowers, which he
had denied in a 1992 "60 Minutes"
interview.)
It took sex linked to possible
perjury to wake up the press, which
consistently has refused to point out
his lies about policy issues.
The president is alleged to have
told Lewinsky that oral sex is not
prohibited in the Bible and therefore
is not adultery. It's -an interesting
pickup line. But he'll have more
difficult time wiggling out of perjury,if he committed it or instructed
others to commit it.
I wonder how the president might
interpret this Bible verse: "Be sure
your sins will find you out." Put in
layman's terms, this means the
chicks have finally come home to
roost.
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Furcheses join info campaign
Controversy over regulating
large-scale hog farms has prompted
45 Kentucky farmers including
Tripp and Sharon Furches of Calloway County to join forces for a
public information campaign in
support of expanding the state's
livestock industry.
The 45 livestock producers from
throughout the state are part of a
new "Animal Agriculture Advocates" program aimed at generating
a better public understanding of
how farmers can produce more
animals without polluting the environment, said Kentucky Farm Bureau President Bill Sprague.
"As we seek reasonable guidelines for controlling waste and odor
on large-scale livestock farms, our
advocates will serve as spokespersons to assure that the public is
receiving accurate information,"
said Sprague, a Union County hog,
cattle and grain farmer.
"During the course of this debate
on swine regulations, we have
found that public attitudes often are
based on misconceptions, rather
than the facts," Sprague continued.
"The public needs to understand
that many of our family farms must
expand livestock production in order to survive, and that the technology is in place to allow a farmer
to raise more animals without harming our water and soil. We atready
have some Kentucky farmers raising thousands of hogs and cattle
with no problems, and no complaints. Problem is, few people hear
anything about that."
Although the current debate is
about hog production,the advocates
also include producers of cattle,
poultry and sheep because "the
overriding issue is how the national
trend toward bigger livestock farms
can impact the environment,"
Sprague said.
Farm Bureau, the state's largest
agriculture organization, supports
the need for new state regulation,
but opposes the Patton administration's proposal on grounds that it is
too restrictive and would inhibit
growth of family farms. The Kentucky Pork Producers Association
has described the proposed regulations as potentially devastating to
the state's swine industry.
During their organizational meeting in Louisville, the animal agriculture advocates heard Dennis Liptrap, the president of a large farrow-to-finish hog farm in Nelson
County, describe how opponents of
large-scale livestock production
had raised fears in Kentucky. The
focal point, said Liptrap, was publicizing through the Kentucky news
media a massive spill of a hog waste
lagoon in North Carolina.
"They have used one rare, isolated mishap to scare people to the
point where our entire industry is
threatened," Liptrap said. "They say
that will happen here if we allow
large production. But they don't tell
the public that the spill in North
Carolina was caused by 100-year
hurricane rains, or that out of 4,5(X)
hog operations in North Carolina;
only five have had spills of any size,
with most of them occurring during
that hurricane in 1995."
Liptrap urged the farmers to "do
everything you can to get the facts

Tourism
planning
1998 guide

•

Are you planning an event for
1998 or know of any that are going
on in the area?
The Murray Tourism Commission is currently working on the
calendar of events to go into the
Visitor's Guide for 1998. Information about dates,times and locations
of any activities in the area is
requested for the upcoming calendar of events.
Visitor's Guides are sent out to
people that request information about the area and those who stop by
the office.
"We usually send out about
65,000 Visitor's Guides each year to
people all over the nation. These
Visitor's Guides include information about local attractions, recreational opportunities and events,"
said Judy Gargus, executive director of the Murray Tourism Commission. "People who are coming into
the area to visit often call or stop by
to request information about what is
going on in Murray. It's a great tool
we use to let people know what
activities are happening and give
local people additional publicity for
the events they are planning."
For more information, or to get
your event in the upcoming Visitor's
Guide, call the Murray Tourism
Commission at 759-2199.

SUBSCRIBE

production. They now will be serving as sources for their local news
media and will take every opportunity to speak to civic, business and
school groups.

out there to the public."
The advocates also were briefed
on technological, environmental
and economic information relative
to the issue of large-scale livestock

Prices Good
Jan. 28 thru
Feb. 3
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tions!
Will Build
'Vanities
cifica
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To
•Kitchen Cabinets
WOODW
ORKING
S
*Office Furniture
630 N. 4th St.
•Entertainment Centers
Murray
*Solid Surface Counter Tops

CABINETS

759-9672

COVVIE1141

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Deli Hot Line
753-7811
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Boston Butt

Owen's Best Family Pack

Pork Roast

Gro3-4und
Bee
f
Lb. Pkg.

89c

Smoked

Ham
Hocks

890

Round Steak Smoked Picnic

7&

Extra Lean

Pork
Steak
$119

Sliced 99c Lb.

For Seasoning

U.S. Choice

Owens Best
Extra Lean

Ground
Round
$ 1 89

Lb

Lb

1 39
Lb.

1
89!

1
79C

Lb

Miss Goldy Frying Chicken

U.S. Choice Boneless

Bacon

Legs or Thighs

Rolled Rump or
Sirloin Tip Roast

Van Camps

Pork &
Beans

Paper
Towels

69°

$1

2 Liter

Hyde Park

Apple Juice

Sugar

C
99

5 Lb.

15.8-16 oz

Country Crock

16 oz.

Prairie Farms

Skim Milk
Red Gold

Tomatoes

3/$1
98'
59'
2/$219
2/1

1 Lb.

Creamette

Spaghetti

24 oz

39

1/2 gal.

14.5-15 oz.

16 oz.

Hyde Park

Bleach

1 gal

59'
79'

Spagheffi Sauce 27.7-28 oz 2/$3
Liter 6 pk

$239

Owen's Best

Large Head

BBQ Chicken

Baked Ham

BBQ Ribs

lettuce

Lb.

Owens Best

Mozzarella

BBQ Pork
$499

Cheese

b

99
$3
b

Ice Cream
BigniFtyl.!!`y
$099
1/2 gal. ff..
Varallo With Beans

15.5 oz.

79'
89e

14.7 oz.

169

Chili

15 oz.

Dole Tropical

Fruit Salad
Double Q Pink

Salmon
Jiffy Corn

Muffin Mix
Popcorn

8.5 oz. 4/1
10.5 oz.

99'

Vito-duce

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Lb

5

Hyde Park Microwave

Owen's Best

$429

Cereals

Ii

Prego

eli
99

Assorted Post

/
14-20 oz. 2

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke, Cat. Free $129
12 pk.
Coke, Diet Cot. Free Coke

Coke, Diet Coke,
1 '/2
Sprite

Lb

89°

$ 1 89

Macaroni

$2

Breyers

Creamette

Bush Assorted Variety

Spread

Applesauce

99
'

Hyde Park

Beans

Musselman

Coke, Diet Coke,
Cherry Coke, Caf. Free Coke,
Diet Cat Free Coke

1% Milk
Gal $ 99

64 oz

Pork Chops
69

14 oz

2/9

Kentucky Farms

Field Center Cut Smoked

Minute
Rice

15 oz

Free

$2.19

Owen's Best Sliced Slab

I

Minute 7
.
Steak
Slice

Lb

Brawny
Single R011

9L

Extra Lean

6
90
$3
29
b

Eckrich
All Meat

Bologna
$239
Lb

Small & Tender

Green Onions

Red or White
Seedless

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Grapes
1 39

Onions

I

99

Lb

Red or Golden Del.1
Washington State

Apples

Golden
Ripe

Bananas

3/99' 79!) 3

Lbs

„

1:tv

1••
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Wilson baby
girl is born

Congratulations! We'd Like
10 Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
over the years. the Welcome Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people Nevi residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
bench': of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gilts. but also mformation about community services and local businesses
or you. its a new day. Why not start it
by making a new friend? We'd love to

Mr. and Mrs. Daron Wilson of
240 Calvin Wilson Rd., Hazel,
are the parents of a daughter,
Claire Elisabeth Wilson, born on
Monday, Jan. 19, 1998, at 12:35
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
14 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former
Julie Bazzell.
Grandparents are Bobby and
Liz Bazzell of Murray and Earl
and Carolyn Wilson of Hazel. An
aunt is Lone Wilson of Hazel and
and uncle is Joey Bazzell of
Murray.

bear fr xn you

Ft(-11771 itqw4
Call
Hostess
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-X348

Eagle Court of Honor Friday
Boy Scout Troop 112 will hold an Eagle Court of Honor on Friday, Jan. 30, at 6 p.m. at the National Scouting Museum. This will
be in honor of Daniel Ball and Scott Holbrook. The public is encouraged to attend. For more information contact Ron Ball at 753-7990.

4-H class will be Monday
A 4-H Small Animal class meeting will be Monday, Feb. 2, from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Farmers' Farmacy. All interested 4-H youth
must call the County Extension Office at 753-1452 to sign up for the
class.

Trinity Center plans event

stimare
Holland Drug
Bob Dunn, R.Ph • 109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462
a. Consultation & Review of Prescriptions
a. Computerized Records
• We Accept Most Insurance Plans a. Health & Beauty Items
a. Visit Our Gift Shop - Gifts For All Occasions
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39FOOD

WHOLE
& Fsurr
CONCENTRATES

AVAILABLE AT
HONEY TREE IN
MURRAY
502-753-0201
AND
LEMON TREE
IN PADUCAH
S02-442-0494
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Murray High School Project Graduation for all senior parents and
guardians will meet Thursday, Jan. 29, at 5:30 p.m. For more information call Vicky Holton or Regina Hudspeth.

Mr. and Mrs. Walton Stallons

eammaimmorms immill.1111111111111111

.•

Anniversary reception
will be held Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Walton (Monk) Stations of 810 Sha-Wa Ct., Murray,
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Feb. 1.
A reception, hosted by their children and grandchildren, will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Stations and the former Juanita Ahart were married Feb. 2,
1948, by the Re'. . Carl Noel at his home. Their attendants were Dalton
Stallons and Lorene Stallons, brother and sister-in-law of Mr.
Stations.
Mrs. Stations is retired from Fisher Price. Mr. Stallons retired Jan.
15, 1998, after 43 years with J & S Oil Co. They attend Nonhside
Baptist Church where they are both active members.
Mr. and Mrs. Stations have one daughter, Mrs. Sheila McGinnis and
husband, David, Chattanooga, Tenn.; one son, Rodney Stations and
wife, Lacey, Paducah: four grandchildren, Cayce Weekley, Zachery
McGinnis, Mitchel Stations, and Jay Stations.

New sugar-free cookie
in Girl Scout selection
This year a sweet American
tradition goes sugar-free.
For the first time in its 62-year
history, the Girl Scout Cookie
Sale is offering a sugar-free cookie. It is New Sugar-Free Chalet
Cremes, a natural lemon-flavored
sandwich cookie.
"The new sugar free cookie is
a response to a growing demand
from health-conscious customers
and the more than 16 million
diabetics who have special dietary requirements," said Frances
Perdue, Cookie Chair for Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council.
Another new entry in the Girl
Scouts' line-up is Striped Chocolate Chips
a chocolate chip
and pecan cookie with chocolate),
stripes and bottom coat.
In all, eight varieties of Girl
Scout cookies are now on sale.

We proudly pres( !It
acqe Rose our kridal registry.
April

GIRL SCOUTS
They include Thin Mints, Samoas, Tagalongs, Do-Si-Dos, and
Trefoil shortbread. They all sell
for $3 a box.
They can be purchased locally
from any Brownie or Girl Scout
through Sunday Feb. 1, according to Darlene Brumley, Local
Girl Scout Communications
Volunteer.
For troops the sale provides
funds to support troop activities
such as field trips, camping and
service projects.

SUPPORT OUR FIRE DEPARTMENTS

Christopher Weher

North meetings planned
The Writing Committee of North Elementary School will meet
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 29 and 30, at 7:30 a.m. in Karon Kelso's
room at the school. This will be to discuss the Needs Assessment.
All committee members are urged to attend.

Blood Drive at church Sunday

Free tax service for seniors
Two IRS training representatives of American Association of Retired Persons will be filing income tax forms for Senior Citizens at
Glendale Road Church of Christ building each Tuesday starting Feb.
3 and continuing through April 14. Persons may call 753-3714 for
an appointment.

n,

1,11-it: I

The Caledonian Society of Murray will have its sixth annual
Burns Supper on Saturday, Jan. 31, at 6:30 p.m. at Best Western
Racer Inn Banquet Room, Murray. Proceeds will go toward Al Lindsey Memorial Scholarship Fund. Reservations at $15 per person includes the traditional Scottish banquet and entertainment. For reservations call Murray Tourism Commission, 753-5225 or 753-0545.

Retired teachers will meet

Chickasaw dinner Jan. 31
The Chickasaw District's annual recognition dinner will be Saturday, Jan. 31, 1998, at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. Everyone is welome to attend and join in honoring the scouts who have earned the Eagle Scout, Arrow of Light, and Religious Emblems awards and their volunteer leaders. Tickets can be
purchased for $10 per person from Chickasaw District Dinner, c/o
Richard Sullivan Jr., 3668 Lone Valley Rd., Calvert City, KY
42029.
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LifeHouse plans training
LifeHouse Care Center for Women will hold a training seminar in
February for those interested in becoming volunteer counselors. Preregistration is required. Those registered for the seminar will be required to volunteer a minimum of eight hours in the center before
the training. All interested persons are urged to call the LifeHouse at
753-0700.

Fielder girl
born Jan. 23
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First Baptist Church will have its Blood Drive on Sunday, Feb. 1,
from noon to 4 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall. Members are urged to
give blood in this special drive.

44=4
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Manis

Murray-Calloway County United Way will have a "Victory Celebration Breakfast" on Friday, Jan. 30, at 8 a.m'. in the Senior Citizens
area of bottom floor of Weaks Community Center. Peggy Billington,
executive director of United Way, urges the public to attend.
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United Way breakfast Friday

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, Feb. 2, at noon in the library (new section) of Calloway County
Middle School, College Farm Road. Middle school principal Cloyd
Bumgardner said retirees should enter the building through the front
door. Vicki Ragsdale, media center specialist, will discuss and have
students demonstrate the technology program. A special free lunch
for retirees, furnished by Supt. Dr. Larry Salmon, will be served at 1
p.m. in the school lunchroom. Virgil Harris, association president,
encourages all retirees to attend.
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MHS Project Graduation meeting

Prescription Delivery
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Trinity Christian Center, North 18th and Calloway Streets, Murray, will have a chili luncheon at noon on Sunday, Feb. 1. This will
follow the morning worship services. The'public is invited to attend.

STOREWIDE SAVINGS

20% to 50%

OFF

Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Fielder of
1985 Outland School Rd., Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Rebecca Jean Fielder, born Friday, Jan. 23, 1998, at 2 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
nine ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former
Beth Leslie. A brother is James
T. Fielder.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Fielder and Ms. Carolyn J. Leslie and the late Larry F.
Leslie.
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Ladies Footwear Boutique

University Plaza • Murray • 767-0223
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Names omitted
Two names were not included
in the list of students making the
honor roll for the first semester at
Calloway County High School as
released by the school.
School officials said Lindsay
Chamberlain, senior, made all As,
and Mitchell Craig, senior, made
all As and Bs.
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Blankenship selected

Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield in 1998

Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield in 1948

Local couple will celebrate 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield of 3100 Scott Fitts Rd., Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Feb. 1.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be in the Hospitality Room of the University Branch of Peoples First Bank of Calloway County.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests guests not bring gifts as your presence at the
celebration will be their most cherished gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield were married Jan. 29, 1948, by John Brinn at his home in Murray. Their attendants were Charles Lock and
Marguritte Stubblefield, brother and sister-in-law of the groom.
Mrs. Stubblefield, the former Jimmie Lee Gingles, is the daughter of the late Lee H. Gingles and CaIlie Black Gingles. She retired from the
Calloway County School System after working as the secretary at New Concord Elementary and East Calloway Elementary.
Mr. Stubblefield is the son of the late Robert Porter Stubblefield and Grace McClain Stubblefield. He is the owner and operator of Stubblefield Jerseys.
Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield reside in the Cherry Corner community and are active members of Green Plain Church of. Christ.
They have one daughter, Kathy Jo Stubblefield, and one son, Jimmy Krit Stubblefield, both of Murray.

Newborn admissions
Fielder baby girl, parents, Beth and
Kevin, Murray;
Duncan baby gir., parents, Tonya
and Larry, Hazel;
Humphries baby boy, parents, Kimberly and Stan, Cadiz.

Dismissals
Mrs. Mildred lona Oate and Mrs.
Leigh Lynanne Rains and baby boy,
Dexter; James Roy Brasher, Grand
Rivers;
Charles Wayne Reeves, Hazel;
Teddy Ray Francisco, Springville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Barbara Ann Steele,
Benton;
Miss Morgan Brooke Capps and
Jesse Keys Moody, Puryear, Tenn.;
Eric Shane Derby, New Concord;
Mrs. Billie Russell, Mrs. Mavis Lee
Inman, Mrs. Ruby C. Grogan,
Mrs. Thelma Elizabeth Hargrove,

Kappas plan dress sale

Mrs. Judith J. Daniels, Walter Andrew
Shipp, Mrs. Carole L. Hillison,
Kenneth Earl Todd, and Miss Buffy
Eugenia Blanton, all of Murray.
• • • •

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Reed baby boy, parents, Lori and
Chad, Benton.
Dismissals
Lawrence H. Schmitt, Kuttawa; Mrs.
Ramona R. Morgan, Clearfield, Pa.;
William Barnett and Mrs. Michelle
Danette Duncan and baby girl, Hazel;
Mrs. Ella May Pounds, New Concord; Miss CharIse Dakota Lindsey,
Calvert City; J.D. Farrill, Benton;
Mrs. Toni Carol Booth and baby girl,
Hickory; Ms. Teresa Lynn Duncan,
Dexter; Miss Madison Paige Edwards,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Velma J. Ellis, Mrs. Gladys
Mae Partee, William C. Smith, Mrs.
Mary Evelyn Edwards, Miss Heather
Faye Hutson,
Miss Brittany Taylor Bonds, Mrs.
Anita Gail Ray and baby girl, and
James Wilbur Thurmond, all of Murray.
• • • •

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
25, have been released as
follows:

KAPPA DEPARTMENT photo

Kennette Cleaver, left, and HiIde Heiss prepare a pageant dress to be
sold at the "Special Occasion" Dress Sale, sponsored by Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Previously owned special occasion
dresses (prom, pageant or wedding) in excellent condition will be sold
Saturday, Jan. 31, at the club house. Anyone interested in placing a
dress for sale may do so from 9 a.m. to noon. There will be a $3 nonrefundable fee for each dress placed in the sale which will be from 1 to 4
p.m. There is no admission charge for shoppers during the afternoon.
This is the second year for the "Special Occasion" Dress Sale. Last
year's sale had approximately 300 dresses with prices starting at $15
and up. For more information call 753-8032 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. only.

Newborn admission
Lopez baby boy, mother, Screna
Renen Lopez, Murray.
Dismissals
James Ralph Edwards and Mrs.
Tonya J. Duncan and baby girl, Hazel;
Chadwick baby girl and Joseph
Matthew Gibbons, Dexter; Miss Kathii
Lee Oliver, Cadiz;
Miss Monica Hamlett, Symsonia;
Mrs. Michelle Lynn Allen, Kirksey;
Miss Kaitlyn Dyan Clapp, Wingo;
Mrs. Tonya J. Duncan and baby girl,
Hazel;
Mrs. Amelia Faye Oliver, Terry Phillip Wright, Miss Kelly Shannon Goad,
Levi Wyatt Boney,
Mrs. Beth Ann Fielder and baby girl,

V

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN 8 WOMEN

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!
The program you've been "weighting" for!

*Real Food Menu
Individual Counseling
*Professionally Supervised
Free Consultation
Call Today!

767-0780
311:4111W1
41

305 N. 12th St. • Murray

•

larship plus an expense paid trip
to compete with queens from the
other states for America's Homecoming Queen in July in
California.
America's Homecoming
Queen, Inc., is a non profit organization promoting education and
educational travel for high school
homecoming queens in all 50
states.

Duncan girl
born Jan. 22

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

Mr. and Mrs. Michiel J. Duncan of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, MaKayla Danielle
Duncan, born Thursday, Jan. 22,
1998, at 1:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
eight ounces and measured 18 inches. The mother is the former
Michelle Danette Todd. A sister
is Brooklyn Faith Duncan.
Grandparents are Keith and
Angie Todd of Kirksey, Linda
Duncan of Purycar, Tenn., and
Jennifer and Donald Scott of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are Kenneth and Rosemarry Todd of
Kirksey, and Evelyn Duncan, and
Dan and Rebecca Billington of
Murray.

BILLS

and Miss Jamie L. Russell, all of
Murray.

• • • •
One newborn admission, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Jan. 26, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Penner baby girl, parents. Mendi
and Mark, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Katherine Dora Hutson and
Ws. Dorothy Sue Sykes, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Netanya Grace Oneal, Mayfield;
Mrs. Rubie Molene Elkins, Almo;
Mrs. Otie Lois McDougal, Dexter; Mrs.
Goldie Edwards and Herman E.
Roach, Hazel;
Hervey D. Hudson, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Marguerite Hardy and Mrs. Kimberly Burnam Humphries and baby
boy, Cadiz:
James Edward Mitchuson, Mrs.
Isabel T. Parks, Miss Kaylee Madison
Williams,
Mrs. Neva L. Kimbro, and Mrs. Willadena Walker, all of Murray.
Expirations
Miss Florence Zane Holcomb and
James H. Outland, Murray.

BILLS

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPORATiON
Hour' lam liprn
Loons Shown
Ba••• on i i.0•11. 20 yr
TINT at 12.39% APR
ORE UC 801220973
(ADOSB)

OUR SPECIALTY?
City Homes to Country Farms
(and everything in between)

—Get A Quote—

Kentucky
Farm Bureau
Stuart
Alexander

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Jan.
23, have been released as
follows:

Morgan Blankenship, daughter
of Mona Blankenship and Mark
Blankenship of Murray, has been
selected a finalist for Kentucky's
18th annual Homecoming Queen
selection to be held May 9 and 10
at Executive Inn, Louisville.
Blankenship was the Murray
High School Homecoming queen.
Kentucky's Homecoming
Queen will receive a cash scho-

753-4703

Bob
Cornelison

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!

Great Selection!

Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER
Open Mon BALANCING *
Fri

75

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 IndusInal Rd • Murray •753-1111
Own•r Gartald Boyd

KITCHEN & BATH DESIGNS
Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf
'Custom made for existing cabinets
'Everything within reach
•Free in-home estimates

753-1546

Call for more details
Also availabk Carlos's plans for new Wed
remodeling klikken and bath jobs.
l're•ent thi% ad & sa‘e '25 on ani
order placed during February 1995
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All Winter Merchandise
Already Marked Down

50010 - 80% Off
Save An Extra

25% Off
(Amur",

of Murray
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Come Browse Along...

'Useful & Decorative Gifts
*Dried Floral & Herbal Arrangements
•Antique & Lovingly Used Items

MAYFIELD — The Shedd
Dyslexia Foundation will offer a
Screening Clinic on Thursday,
Jan. 29, to help identify students
with potential reading and attentional problems.
The foundation offers help in
several different communities. In
the programs, one parent becomes involved by helping tutor

Tues.-Fri. 10-5
to Curve, For Women)

We'd Like You To Meet....

FUN & FASHION

cdeve
MSN, ARNP
Most of us deal realize the size and
style of our handbag can make a difference in our overall appearance. However,
the bag you carry can actually balance
your look.
Short and thin women should go for a
small to medium size shoulder bag that
hits below the bust but above the waist.
Large busted women look best carrying a flat backpack or long shoulder bag
to draw auention down and away from
the busdine.
If you tend to have larger hips, a bag
that hits you at the waist is best so it
doesn't draw anention to your widest
Part.
Tall women should choose a bag that
falls to their hips and has a long shoulder
strap. This gives the illusion of a shorter

_lithe Boles is one of three nurse practitioners at
the )111irray Woman's Clinic. Juliejoined the staffin
-January 1997. Julie will also be seeing patients for
the Murray Woman's Clinic at Regional Medical
Asscciates in Draffenville. She previously worked at
No,ton Hospital in Louisville for eight years as a
charge nurse in Labor & Delivery and as Staff
Educator for the Women's Pavilion ofNorton Hospital. She also worked as a staff nurse in the High Risk
-Inteparturn Unit.
Julie graduated with a BSN from Spalding
L'Hicersity and with a MSN from the University of
1.0nisrille. She is certified as a Woman's Health
Practitioner through NCC.
-lulu, and her husband Dr. Brent Boles reside in
lay with their children. Ashleigh is a freshman
at Murray High School and Alex is a 5th grade
,t,ulcnt at Murray Middle.
All are invited to call and make an appointment
•
Julie to discuss any health concerns.

•

g per,icnalized medical care to women for over 45 years.
flours•New Patients Welcome•Diagnosis & Treatment of Osteoporosis•High
ot,ctetriec Menopause Treatment & Therapy•Incontinence Treatment•
Treatment • Gynecologic Surgery • Advanced Laparoscopic Surgery

cfl? 771-9300 •
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the students. Classes include 1-1
reading, social skills training and
a listening skills class.
Tutorial programs are in Mayfield, Paducah, Hopkinsville and
Morganfield.
To see if your child may benefit from help, call Debbie Craven,
Office,
Admission's
1-502-247-8007, or write Shedd
Dyslexia Foundation, 346 Central
Ave., P.O. Box 493, Mayfield,
KY 42066. Limited scholarship is
available.

Holladay boy
born at home
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A ll shoulder bags are not created
equal. Thin and hard straps can dig into
your shoulder, if you have a tendency to
carry too much stuff (as I do). This can
also cause injury to your back and
shoulders if your bag is too heavy.
When shopping for a purse always take
out the tissue and put your purse or your
handbag contents inside to decide if it
will be comfortable for you to carry.
Some women change handbags with
every outfit, however the old addage that
the bag and shoes must match is outdated.
Most of us carry a bag that is comfortable
and tends to blend with our everyday
attire, changing only for dressy occasions.
Brighton handbags are great for everyone because they come in a variety of
shapes, sizes and colors. They are guaritineed for life to be refurbished or
replaced under normal use and wear.
Bnghton is known for the quality and
variety of their leather goods. Wonderful
wallets, eyeglass cases, keychains, organizers and belts are all a part of the
Brighton tradition. These also make
terrific gifts as they are sure to please any
age.
Spring fashions are here and it is not
too early to be planning ahead for spring
break and Faster. Shorts, sundresses,
pants, sweaters and suits are arriving
daily.
The colors are cheerful and bright in
different hues from the citrus neons of
last summer.
Join us for lunch Friday and get a head
start on spring or take advantage of the
fabulous bargains left on the winter sale
racks. The prices are coming down to
make room for spnng and summer.
Congratulations to Anna Ruth Harris
who won the BeautiControl lipstick,
blush and eyeshadow,perfect to perk you
up on scold winter day while waiting for
warmer weather.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report

Steve and Holly Holladay of
Murray are the parents of a son,
John Griffin Holladay, born on
Friday, Nov. 28, 1997, at their
home.
The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces and measured
20% inches. His siblings are
Dexter, Michael, and Savannah
Holladay.
Grandparents are Olian and
Freeda Holladay of Salisburg,
N.C., and Al and Marsha Griffin
of Charlotte, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Charlie
and Ruby Arnett of Coldwater,
Henry and Bessie Griffin of
White Bluff, Tenn., and Marion
Sawyer Holland and Grady Sawyer of Dickson, Tenn.
A great-great-grandmother is
Ida Overton of Dickson, Tenn.

GALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

Mary Himelick, volunteer at Calloway Public Library, arranges selections from her dolls and their wardrobes. From Tiny Tears to Miss Revlon, this used collection, spanning a half century, is now on display at
Calloway Public Library.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Jan. 28
Sweaters from KET drive distributed
9 a.m.-4 p.m./Murray Family Resource
Center.
East Elementary School SBDM Council meeting/3:30 p.m./Conference
Room.
Murray High School Athletic
Boosters/6:30 p.m./school library.
West View Nursing Home January
birthday party/2 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Christian Church &own bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p m ;
Choir rehearsal/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30
p.m: College Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church light
meal/6:30 p.m.; Winter Bible Study,
Children's mission activities/7 p.m.
Greater Hop. Baptist Church Youth
activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m.; Prayer meeting, Mission
Friends, GAs, RAs, Youthr7 p.m. .
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6:30 p.m.;
TearnKID/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive, Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.

Lyons baby
boy is born
David and Georgann Lyons of
2970 Milford Cts., Marietta, Ga.,
are the parents of a son, Paul
Stark Lyons, born Thursday, Jan.
22, 1998, at a hospital there.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 13 ounces and measured
20V2 inches. The mother is the
former Georgann Henderson.
Two sisters are Ann Marie
Lyons, 4% , and Jennifer, 2% .
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
Paul Lyons Jr. of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. B.H. Henderson of
Dunwoody, Ga. A greatgrandfather is Paul Lyons Sr. of
Madisonv ille.
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Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7:30 p m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.

THE PLAYER'S PARADISE!
Eniiiy line dining with
watood, paqa and the
finest Black Angus Beef
serNed inc.a,
,ual elegance

Island
Terrace

Wednesday, Jan. 28
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir, Choristers/5 p.m.; Kids
Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal,
Tom Turner Prayer Group, Council on
Ministries/6 p.m.; Singers
Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Sr. High UMYF
Bible Study at Cat's/7 p.m.; Chancel
Choir rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church 3rd Grade Sunday School Social/5 p.m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, PrimeTime, Prayer
meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir Open House/7:35 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church service/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 29
West Kentucky Private Industry
Council/1 p.m./Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Health Express of MCCH/Wisehart's
Grocery, Midway/8:30-11:30 a.m.
AA M••ting (accessible)/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Info/753-7676.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m. -4 p.m. for
activities for senior citizens. Dominoes
Club/9 a.m. Transportion day/10 a.m.
Jeopardy Tournament/1 p.m.
West View Nursing Home Rhythm
Band/10 a.m.; Gospel Hour/10:45
a.m.; Binoo/2 p.m.
Club/6
Kiwanis
Murray
p.m./Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon at Seven
Seas.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young-at-HearV10:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA 1/7
p.m.
Calloway County High School Lady
Lakers host basketball game with Ballard County/7 p.m.
Murray High School Lady Tigers host
basketball game with Hickman
County/7 p.m.
Murray State University Racers play
basketball game with Middle
Tennessee/7 p.m.
"The White Balloon" film shown
free/7:30 p.m./Curris Center Theater,
MSU.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.

Expanded 300-seat buffet with
more of your favorite carved and
savory selection II in a more
spacious atmosph

cir AK • SfArOOD • PASTA

1'1

1. klaii! Casino. Metropolis, the hottest gaming attraction in the lower mid-west and mid-south offenng Las Vegas-style gaming e -Itement, fine food.
Andii I rat-wiliest stall_ all wrapped in a new unique polynesian theme. We've got the cure for your Island Fever, and it's all right here... Play Island Casino!

join Us As We Celebrate The Opening
of Players Island, January 27-30.

NEW1

%kn.(

• I titer our Grand Opening Island Getaway Giveaway • Authentic island
eilicitaiiiinciit every day • Drink specials • Photo opportunities with roving island
toiniers • Complimentary Hawaiian lei* • Spectacular fireworks display over
the Ohio River at 8:45pm on Friday, January 30th. Don't miss a minute. of
excitement at the premier of the ALL NEW Players Island Casino!
'While supplies last

CASINO

"*"

In Metropolis, IL.. across from Paducah. KY.
Ohio River
where 1-24
WOO

Ages 0-5

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Call For Openings

THE PLAYER'S PARADISE!
1-800-929-5905
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Black asked to participate in festival
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Its a rare occasion when a musician is called upon to participate in a
music festival featuring works written for him. But that is what happened to Murray State University
faculty member and tenor Randall
Black.
"I got a call from Ben Arnold,
chair of the music department at
Emory University in Atlanta, Ga.,
asking me to participate in a festival
based on the music of Joseph
Baber."
Black and Marie Taylor, also a
faculty member at MSU,are considered authorities on Baber's vocal
works,because they have premiered
and performed so many of his
pieces.
"Marie and I have performed
these works all over the United
States and England, including a
recital in the world famous St.
Martin-in-the-Fields Church in
London,England. Because we have
worked so closely with Joe, this
festival was a delight to put
together," he said.
The "Baber Festival" was held at
Emory University in Atlanta this
past week and featured classes
taught by the composer, master

phony Orchestra. They performed
the World Premier of "Shiloh and
other Songs from the Civil War
poems by Herman Melville for
Tenor, French Horn and Piano,
Opus 60." The piece was begun in
1988 and reached its present form
last fall, although the composer was
revising slightly even the afternoon
of the performance.
"The last minute revisions, as
well as having the composer present
for the rehearsals and the premier
RANDALL BLACK
classes for singers featuring the
songs of Baber (taught by both
Baber and Black) and a symposium
on Baber's vocal music featuring
Baber, Black and Taylor.
The finale to the week was a
recital featuring songs that spanned
more than 50 years, from opus 2
through opus 60.
But the highlight of the week was
really the World Premier and the
performance of Black, Taylor and
Julie Spencer Buenrostro, principal
horn with the Greenville(SC)Sym-
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DEATHS
Edward Guy Breedlove
Edward Guy' Breedlove, 46, Altamonte Springs, Fla., died Monday,
Jan. 26, 1998, at a hospital there.
A telecommunications director, he was a former editor of the Orange County Audubon Society News Letter, and an Ar,my veteran with
the Special Services in Vietnam Era stationed in G6rmany. Born in
Johnston City, Tenn., he was a member of First Evangelical Covenant
Church, Winter Park, Fla.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lee Breedlove; his mother, Mrs.
Betty Breedlove, and one brother, Michael Breedlove, both of Murray.
Services will be Saturday at 5 p.m. at First Covenant Church,.
Winter Park, Fla.
Baldwin-Fairchild Funeral Home, 301 N. Ivanhoe Blvd., Orlando,
Fla., is in charge of arrangements. No visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Florida Audubon Society,
460 SR 436, Casselberry, FL 32707, or American Cancer Society, or
First Covenant Church, 1720 Howell Branch Rd., Winter Park, FL
32792.

Queen's mother
takes first steps
LONDON (AP) — Britain's
97-year-old Queen Mother has taken her first steps after hip replacement surgery two days earlier, Buckingham Palace said
today.
"Her Majesty got up yesterday
and took a few steps. She will be
getting up again today," said the
palace's medical bulletin, its
third since Queen Elizabeth 11's
mother broke her left hip in a fall
Sunday.
Doctors operated a few hours
after she fell while looking at
horses at Sandringham, her
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daughter's estate in east England.
Prince Andrew, the queen's
second son, visited his grandmother today at the King Edward
VII Hospital.
On Tuesday, the Queen
Mother, a hugely popular national
figure, had her first visitors —
her younger daughter, Princess
Margaret, and Princess Anne, the
queen's only daughter.
Doctors say that despite her
age, the Queen Mother has a
good chance of recovering well.
She is expected to be in the hospital for at least two weeks.

Diabetics Support Group
will meet here on Feb.3
The Diabetics Taking Control
Support Group will meet at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
at 6:30 p.m., Feb. 3 in the private
dining room on the first floor of the
hospital.
This meeting is for anyone who

has diabetes and their families. The
guest speaker will be Adrienne
Weyers,an insulin pump consultant
from Diabetes Support Systems.
For more information, call Certified Diabetic Educator Ann Ingle at
MCCH at (502) 762-1490.
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ATTENTION DENTURE WEARERS!!!'
Are Your Dentures Uncomfortable, Loose,
Or Shifting When You Talk?
Amazing new technique can give you the comfort and fit
of a new denture - Without The New Denture PrIceill
This new technique In Custom Denture Relines Is done entirely In
Officialll You don't have to worry about the Inconvenience of
being without your dentures. Call us today for more information on
this amazing new technique and let the dental lab of Dr Joe L
Mason give you the Quality and Comfort you deserve — Without
The inconvenience!!! Call (502) 753-2642 or 1-800-679-7849 and ask for Chris.
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
— Over 25 Fear.% /n
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'UN)
Formal Wear and Limousine
•%V edd I n get •Prom, •BanClUeta

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757
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Book Limousine
Services For
Valentine's Day and
Prom!

116 N. Nlarket
Paris, TN 38242
19011 64Free230
-50
Toll
1-888-958-9879

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

A\M'AL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

4.25%

$1000

9 Months
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$1000
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4.95%

$500
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James H. Outland
The funeral for James H. Outland will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. David Brasher
and the Rev. Todd Buck will officiate. Music will be by Emma Dean
Lawson, pianist, and Nelson Key, soloist.
Active pallbearers will be Dewayne Fulkerson, Jerry Don Tucker,
Eddie Clyde Hale, Nelson Key and Mark Outland. An honorary group
will be members of Steadfast Sunday School Class of Elm Grove Baptist Church with James Riggs as teacher. Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Outland, 76, Irvin Cobb Road, Murray, died Monday, Jan. 26,
1998, at 9:09 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anna Lou Jackson Outland; one
daughter, Mrs. Brenda Benson and husband, James, and two grandchildren, Justin Mansfield and Dacia Mansfield, all of Murray; one
son, James J. Outland, Knoxville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Betty
McKinney, Murray, and Mrs. Patricia Thornton and husband, Robert,
Walls, Miss.; two brothers, Charles Outland and wife, Carolyn, and
Bill Outland and wife, Gwen, all of Murray.
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performance, added a special kind
of pressure to the performance,"
said Black. "But the thrill of being
the first person ever to sing these
beautiful pieces was incredible.
There's nothing like Joe's music that
I know. I feel very lucky to be
chosen by this fine composer to be
his musical representative."
Black and Taylor have released
the CD "An American Son: The
Vocal Works of Joseph Baber, Vol.
1," currently available at Terrapin
Station.
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Miss Florence Zane Holcomb
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Our Best Investment Is You.

Services for Miss Florence Zane Holcomb are today at 9 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Virgil Hale is officiating.
Singing is by singers from Green Plain Church of Christ with Walter
Lee Steely as leader.
Active pallbearers are Robert Barrett, Preston Barrett, Bobby Coles,
Max Parker, Paul Brandon and Haskel Smith. Members of her Sunday
School Class at Green Plain Church of Christ are an honorary group.
Burial will be in Murray City Cemetery.
Miss Holcomb, 74, Murray, died Monday, Jan. 26, 1998, at 10:50
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include three nephews, Neal Holcomb, Memphis, Tenn.,
Billy L. Waldrop, Boerne, Texas, and Wayne Holcomb, Olive Branch,
Miss.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Lela Holcomb and Mrs. Era Holcomb,
Washington.

24 Months 5.00% $500
60 Months 5.20% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are
effective
January 28, 1998.

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
Kroger Mousey Markel Center 747-2235
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK
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Ronald Wisehart
+

For

American
Red Craw

Calloway County
* Jailer *

Help C•t 4)'t

ASK HOW YOU CAN RECEIVE 30 MINUTES A MONTH OF GTE HOME LONG DISTANCE CALLING FOR ONE YEAR AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE

11

My name is Ronald Wisehart and I am a candidate for Jailer of Calloway County. I am
qualified and have the experience to perform the duties of Jailer and am dedicated to the
citizens of Murray and Calloway County.
--

en

IM

I have 15 combined years in local Law Enforcement. I am a graduate of the Kentucky
Department ofCriminal Justice Training Academy and attended Murray State University. I
am,and have been,the Administrative Supervisor ofthe new jail facility since its opening in
1996. In that position I have had the responsibility of supervising 28 staff employees while
managing the complexities of our 120 bed facility.

1.M11.

Over the past several years, while preparing myself to run for jailer, I have listened to you,
the citizens of Murray and Calloway County as you have voiced your concerns and desires of
how you want your jail operated. In my platform as your candidate for Jailer I pledge to:

MONTHLY ACCESS FEE AND LOCAL AIRTIME FOR 6 MONTHS

1.

Operate a clean, safe, and secure jail using the standards mandated by the Department
of Corrections in Frankfort.

2.

Run a no-frills jail which attends to the basic needs of the prisoners, while diligently
working to reduce the cost to the taxpayers through grants,increased revenues,and the
use of surplus equipment that may be available.

(VVITM A •••■ AIR

Work to reduce and pay off t.he jail debt as quickly as possible.
4. Require inmates to work as much as allowed by law,and implement policies that require
inmates to pay their own way instead of being a burden on the taxpayer.
3.

Thinking about going wireless? We'll meet you halfway. For as little as $10 a month, you can enjoy
the security and convenience of GTE's great wireless service every day There's no activation fee and
you get 50% off access and local airtime for six months just for signing a two-year agreement. Plus,
you can get an additional line for only $848 per month for 6 months. Call or stop by your neighborhood GTE location today Give us half a seCond and you'll see how to save big time.
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OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
W.MILISI
516 Male St. Downtown • Murray
001101
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5. Staff the facility with honest and energetic employees who possess good character and
high morals.

I WANT TO BE YOUR NEXT JAILER!!!
On May 26th Vote...

Ronald Wisehart
HONEST * EXPERIENCED * QUALIFIED * DEDICATED
Paid Far By Ronald Wiaaltsrt, Ricky Harris, Traanuer
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By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Mark Gottfried says another
loss to Middle Tennessee
wouldn't put his Murray State
Racers out of the running for the
OVC title.
But he'd rather not take any
chances.
The Racers, 18-3 overall and
8-2 in the OVC, host conference
leader Middle (15-3, 9-1) Thursday night at 7 in Racer Arena
with a chance to avenge an earlier 76-71 overtime loss to the
Blue Raiders in Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
While a Racer win would put
the teams in a tie for the league
lead, a loss would drop MSU a
full two games back and would
give ,Middle the edge in the case
of a tie.
"There's still a lot of games
left and I don't know if we're at
the point yet that another loss to
Middle would put us out of the
conference race; but we need to
play well and win," Gottfried
said. "We don't want to have to
chase them the rest of the season.
"I think our players are anxious for this game," he added.
"They're obviously looking forward to playing a team that has

already beaten them. It ought to
be one of the more exciting
games we've had in Racer Arena
since I've been here. It should be
fun."
Murray State's 18-3 record
marks the best start by a Racer
team since the 1937-38 season.
Middle, led by OVC Player of the
Week AyIton Tesch, has won six
games in a row. The Blue Raiders' only losses of the season
were at Kansas, North Carolina
and Eastern Illinois.
"When those are your only losses, you've been a consistently
good team," Gottfried said.
"They've proven they're legitimate. They're really good and it
will be tough to beat them."
In the teams' first meeting Jan.
3, Murray State led by two points
with seven seconds remaining before Middle scored at the buzzer
to send the game into overtime.
, "1 thought they played a good
game the first time; they certainly
did what they had to do late in
the game to win," Gottfried said.
"They were able to get it done
and we weren't.
"I felt like we certainly had a
chance to win with a two-point
lead and seven seconds left, but
that's part of being on the road in
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your conference; it's never easy,"
he added.
Murray State, which leads the
league in seven of the 14 statistical categories, is paced by senior
guard DeTeri Mayes, who is averaging 20.3 points per game. Sophomore forward Isaac Spencer
and senior guard Chad Townsend
are each averaging 13 points per
game, with Spencer scoring in
double figures in eight of his last
nine outings.
Gottfried said his team's guard
play will be a key factor
Thursday.
"We had enough shots the first
time against Middle, we just
didn't make them," he said. "Our
guards really struggled in that
game and when that happens it
makes it more difficult for us. If
we can shoot the ball better, we
should be in good shape."
Murray State is coming off a
96-84 win over Tennessee State
Saturday in Nashville, Tenn. The
Racers had to overcome a hotshooting TSU squad, which hit
11 of 24 three-pointers. Mayes
was hobbled by a bruised quadricep and played just 19 minutes.
"I thought that was a good
team win," Gottfried said.
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Murray State coach Mark Gottfried said the shooting of the Racer guards, including senior Chad Townsend
(10) will be a key in Thursday's game against Middle Tennessee at Racer Arena.

Lakers start slow,
finish up strong for
50-31 win over CFS
III Calloway stays atop
Fourth District standings,
improves to 9-6 overall
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Lakers
insisted on doing things the hard
way Tuesday night against
Christian Fellowship — but it
proved to be enough to get the
job done in the end.
The Lakers, who improved to
9-6 and 3-1 in the Fourth District,
used 15 of Austin Wyatt's gamehigh 22 points in the second half
to overcome a sluggish start for a
50-31 triumph over the Eagles
(2-12, 0-3) at CCHS.
Christian Fellowship set the
tempo early with a slow-paced,
halfcourt offense in jumping out
to an 11-9 lead at the end of the
first quarter.
Jack Davis lead the way for the
Eagles with a 3-point basket and
a layup. Wyatt, Peyton Patterson,
Ben Underhill and John Eric
Yezerski accounted for the Lakers' baskets.
Christian Fellowship extended
its lead early in the second period
as center Tim Klatt scored on a
jumper and a 3-point basket to

MHS blitzed
by Froedge's
46 in 88-66
Reidland win
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
REIDLAND — Caleb Froedge
didn't play in last Friday's game
against Calloway County.
But he more than made up for
his absence against Murray
Tuesday.
Froedge, who missed Friday's
game with Calloway for religious
reasons, poured in a schoolrecord 46 points against the Tigers in leading Reidland to an
88-66 win, hitting 10 3-point
shots.
"He couldn't miss," Murray
coach Stan Waller said of
Froedge, who finished 10 of 17
from 3-point range and 14 of 26
overall. "We did a good job on
him; I can't say we gave him
open looks."

CALLOWAY CO.
9 14 32 — 50
CFS
11 20 28 — 31
CALLOWAY CO. (50)
A. Wyatt 22. Underhill 13. Patterson 7,
Stubblefield 3, Yezerski 3, M Wyatt 2,
Jones. Tracy. TOTALS: FG-A: 17-45.
Three-point: 3-7 (A. Wyatt 2, Patterson).
FT-A: 13-18, Rebounds: 31 (Underhill 7).
Record 9-6.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (31)
Klatt 16, Ja. Davis 6. Winstead 4. Gibson
3, Rich 2. Cope, Jo Davis. TOTALS:
FG-A: 14-37. Three-point: 2-13 (Gibson,
Klan). FT-A: 1-4. Rebounds: 20. Record:
2-12.

give the Eagles a 16-12 advantage with 5:03 left in the half.
Klatt would lead CFS with 16
points on the night.
A basket by Wyatt cut the lead
to 16-14, but Klatt and Ryan
Winstead scored on two consecutive possessions to give Christian
Fellowship a 20-14 lead at
halftime.
Calloway shot only 5-for-23
from the field in the first half.
Laker head coach Ron Greene
praised the Eagles' first half
effort.
"You've got to give them a lot
of credit," said Greene. "They
came out to play. They were
more alert and ready to play than

Kentucky improves to
19-2 overall, 8-0 in SEC
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The last
thing Nazr Mohammad expected was the
ball in his hands with time winding
down Tuesday night. He thought about
passing, noticed the clock and decided
to shoot.
His flip shot bounced off the backboard and into the basket as time expired, lifting No. 7 Kentucky to a 63-61
victory over Vanderbilt.
:'I can't remember ever taking a shot
that looked anything like that," said
Mohammad, who had spent much of the
game on the bench in foul trouble.
Mohammad said he flipped the ball to
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SCOTT NANNEY/tedger & Times pholo

Calloway junior Peyton Patterson (33) Is guarded closely by a Christian Fellowship defender in the Lakers'
50-31 triumph OWN the Eagles Tuesday night at Calloway County High School.

the backboard hoping to keep the ball
alive for someone else to follow the shot
and was very surprised to see the ball
fall through.
Vandy's Drew Maddux hit a higharching 3-pointer with 4.4 seconds left,
tying the game for the 13th time at
61-61. But Jeff Sheppard passed the ball
to Mohammad in the forecourt. The
6-foot-10 junior center started to drive,
looked at the clock and then flipped the
ball in off the glass for the gamewinning shot.
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith said the
play called for Wayne Turner to penetrate and pass the ball off. But Sheppard
couldn't reach Turner and found
Mohammad.
"Nair had the presence of mind to
look up at the clock, he took a couple of
dribbles, put the shot up, and I thought
he got the shot up before the red light

went on," Smijh said.
oucc-N.
Referee Ge d Bdr ux called the
shot good.
But Vanderbilt coach Jan van Breda
Kolff didn't agree. He walked over to
the officials on the sideline and started
complaining. Vandy players refused to
leave the floor for a few minutes, and
Maddux tossed the ball up in the air as
the Wildcats headed for the locker
room.
Van Breda Kohl took several extra
minutes in the locker room collecting
himself before coming out to talk with
reporters.
He said he thought the ball was still
in Mohammad's hands when the light
went off and that no one stepped up to
make the decision on the play. He thinks
college basketball could use an instant
See Page 11A

Harr Mohammed's lest-second shot gave Kentucky a 6341 SEC win at Vanderbilt Tuesday.
UK Improved to 19-2 overall and 8-0 In conference play.

13 31 40 — 66
31 47 U —
MURRAY (66)
Andrus 21, Hudspeth 18, Holton 16, Hunt
6, Foster 3, Smith 2. TOTALS: FG-A!
26-50. Three-point: 5-9 (Andrus 3. Foster,
Hunt.) FT-A: 7-10. Rebounds 14 (Andrus.
Holton 4). Record: 2-14.
REIDLAND (60)
Froedge 48, Faith 9. Wooldridge 8, Pope
6, Wilson 6, Clinton 4, Kirksey 3, Patterson 3, Behrendt 2, Briggs 1. TOTALS:
FG-A: 29-57. Three-point: 10-19 (Froedge
10). FT-A: 20-25. Rebounds: 27. Record.
7.9-

Froedge hit 7-of-8 shots — including 5-of-6 from 3-point range
— in the first quarter alone, staking Reidland to a 31-13 lead. The
Greyhounds (7-9) were never in
danger from then on, leading
47-31 at halftime and 68-40 after
three quarters.
"Froedge probably only had
two open looks; every other time
we had a hand in his face,"
Waller said. "We knew they had
three players we had to stop and
we did a good job on two of
them, but not on Froedge."
Shane, Andrus led Murray
(2-14) !Pith 21 points while
-O'Shea Hudspeth added 18 and
Drew Holton 16. The Tigers shot
a good percentage from the field,
hitting on 26 of 50 shots, including 5-of-9 from 3-point range.
Murray was 7-of-10 at the free
throw line.
Froedge was the only double-
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SEMO prepares for meeting with NCAA
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

A week after Southeast Missouri State lost its best player, the
basketball program is braced for
more losses when it meets with
the NCAA infractions committee
on Saturday.
The Cape Girardeau, Mo., university faces sanctions for alleged
violations committed by the staff
of former coach Ron Shumate. A
former assistant coach, Randy
Curl, has been charged with stealing from the university in connection with alleged payments to
a player for work that was not
performed.
Although the NCAA has classified the transgressions as major,
the present staff is optimistic that

Southeast will get a relative slap
on the wrist such as a reduction
in scholarships and a one-season
postseason competition ban. The
school voluntarily gave up a
scholarship and conducted its
own investigation in the case.
An official announcement regarding probation is expected two
or three weeks after the hearing.
"It's all speculation right now,
but I don't have anything to base
it on," coach Gary Garner said.
"I know what we've been accused of and what we've admitted to and so forth, but I don't
know what crime fits what punishment as far as the NCAA is
concerned."
The meeting in Fort Myers,
Fla., itself will present a hardship

replay system for such calls.
"I have to answer questions
when we lose," he said. "When
the game is over, officials never
have to answer a question ever.
Nobody asks them if it was the
right call or not."
Kentucky (19-2, 8-0 Southeastern Conference) had a tough time
in pulling out its ninth straight
victory. The Wildcats never led
by more than four points in a seesaw game where they swapped
the lead 15 times and had their
lowest point total this season.
Sheppard led Kentucky with 20

points, while Scott Padgett added
12 and Jamaal Magloire 11. Mohammad, who played only 16 minutes, finished with eight points.
Kentucky had embarrassed
Vanderbilt the last time these
teams played Jan. 3, outrebounding the Commodores 57-18 in a
71-62 victory in Lexington.
Vandy didn't let that happen
again, outrebounding Kentucky
37-32, the first time that's happened to the Wildcats this season.
Maddux finished with 19
points to lead Vanderbilt (14-5,
3-4), while Billy DiSpaltro added
17.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Determined to change his image as a
referee-pushing, combative
player, Nick Van Exel may have
succeeded with his first selection
to the NBA All-Star game.
Guards Van Exel and Eddie
Jones were chosen Tuesday as reserves, joining starters Shaquille
O'Neal and Kobe Bryant to give
the Los Angeles Lakers four
players in the game.
"I've always wanted to play,
but I've been put in negative situations and been looked at in a negative way, like pushing a referee
and arguing with the coach,"
Van Exel said. "I said to myself,

I

•Lakers...
FROM PAGE 10A
we were. They dictated the tempo
of the game."
Davis began the third quarter
with a layup as Christian Fellowhip appeared to be in control of
the game with a 22-14 lead. But
the rest of the quarter would belong to Wyatt and the Lakers.
After a basket by Winstead
gave the Eagles as six-point lead
at 24-18, Wyatt followed a free
throw from Patterson with
3-pointer that cut the CFS lead to
just 24-22.
A bucket by Klatt gave the Eagles a four point lead, but a pair
of scores from Wyatt pulled the
Lakers even at 26-26 with 1:40
remaining in the quarter.
Calloway finished the period
strong with two scores from
Underhill and a basket by Wyatt
to take a 32-28 lead going into
the final eight minutes.
That's when the Lakers took
control of the contest with a 10-1
run to start the fourth quarter.
Larry Stubblefield started the
scoring by being fouled on a successful layup attempt. He completed the three-point play with a
free throw.
After a layup from Wyatt,
Yezerski was sent to the free
throw line when Christian Fellowship was whistled for a technical foul. Yezerski hit one of
two free shots for a 38-28
advantage.
A layup and a pair of free
throws from Wyatt spoiled any

cause of a broken bone in his
right foot, and played in only
four games before being injured
again on Saturday.
Curl, an assistant under Shumate for 10 seasons, is charged
with paying David Montgomery,
a 6-8 junior still with the school,
for work he didn't perform in the
fall of 1995. Montgomery has
testified that he knew he was getting paid for vvork under false
pretenses.
The Southeast Missourian reported Curl is accused of depositing into his bank account a $145
university check made out to
Montgomery on Oct. 13, 1995,
and cashing four other checks totaling nearly $500 that also were
issued to the player.

When Montgomery transferred
to Southeast from Central Arkansas in 1995, he said he wasn't on
a basketball scholarship. He said
he obtained a student loan and
subsequently began receiving
student-worker checks from the
university.
He also said he received
$1,100 in cash from Shumate in
fall 1995 that went toward his
school tuition and fees. Montgomery said he didn't receive any
payments after being put on scholarship in January 1996.
The school fired Shumate, who
was 306-171 in 16 seasons at
Southeast, and his staff in May
1997. Shumate now is an athletic
fund-raiser at Tennessee Chattanooga, the school he

coached before coming to
Southeast.
When he was fired, Shumate
said he had done nothing wrong
and ultimately would be exonerated. He said he was let go because of too many losing seasons.
Shumate built Southeast into a
Division II power during the
1980s but the school struggled after moving up to Division 1 for
the 1991-92 season. Southeast
was 12-18 last season.
Southeast has had only one
winning record in the 1990s,
largely due to an NCAA rule prohibiting teams that moved up to
Division I from participating in
conference tournaments to qualify for the NCAA tournament for
eight years.

Four Lakers picked for All-Star game

II Mohammad...
FROM PAGE 10A

for Garner. Southeast has an Ohio
Valley Conference home game at
7:30 p.m. Saturday night against
Eastern Kentucky, and the timing
will have to be right for the
coach to make it back for Up-off.
Garner, who signed a threeyear contract at Southeast knowing penalties were pending, has
never missed a game or practice
in 15 years as a college head
coach.
This all comes on top of the
loss of 6-10 Bud Eley, out for the
season with a stress fracture in
his left foot. Eley, who leads the
team in scoring and rebounding,
had been rated as a possible
second-round NBA draft pick before an injury-filled season.
Eley missed seven games be-

this is my year. I worked all summer to make it."
Van Exel will be making the
trip to the game with his close
friend Jones.
"If they hadn't voted me on
and not voted Nick on, I might
have been disappointed," Jones
said. "It's a relief to see him
honored. He's been one of the top
guards in the Western Conference
since I've been here."
The last team to have four
players in the game was Philadelphia, with Julius Erving, Moses
Malone, Maurice Cheeks and Andrew Toney on the Eastern Conference team in 1983.

The four Lakers will play for
the Western Conference team
against the East in the Feb. 8
game in Madison Square Garden.
"One of my main goals this
season was to play like an AllStar, and maybe then get selected
to the All-Star team," Van Exel
said.
Other reserves added to 'the
West roster were San Antonio
forward Tim Duncan, the only
rookie on either squad, and his
teammate, center David Robinson; forward Vin Baker of Seattle; and guards Mitch Richmond
of Sacramento and Jason Kidd of

Phoenix.
Selected as East reserves were
guard Reggie Miller and center
Rik Smits of Indiana, centerforward Jayson Williams of New
Jersey, forwards Glen Rice of
Charlotte and Antoine Walker of
Boston, and guards Tim Hardaway of Miami and Steve Smith of
Atlanta.
The 14 reserves were added to
the teams by a vote of the
coaches in each conference.
Van Exel clashed publicly last
season with Lakers coach Del
Harris, with the two arguing on
the bench during a playoff game.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

comback hopes for CFS as the
Lakers took a 42-29 lead and
held on for the win.
Greene was disappointed with
his team's mental approach to the
game, but was pleased with the
Lakers' ability to fight back in
the second half.
"I thought they executed their
defense better than we executed
our offense," Greene noted. "We
were ankle deep in the floor
tonight.
"I told them that this game was
just as important as the Marshall
County game. It was a great win
for us, but that game is negated if
you lose this one ... We weren't
mentally ready to play this game,
but we found a way to win," he
added.
Calloway was also hampered
by injury and sickness.
Center Matt Wyatt, who scored
just two points, sprained an ankle
and Patterson was suffering from
an illness.
"We had some setbacks coming into the game, but those
things happen. Mental toughness
is a key for us. We have to be
focused."
The Lakers, who return to action Feb. 2 at Fulton City, remain
in the driver's scat in the Fourth
District with a 3-1 mark. Calloway will finish the district schedule with home games against
Murray (Feb. 6) and Christian
Fellowship (Feb. 17).
"We've got to take care of business and win these last two district games," said Greene.
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NOW OPEN!
Melvin's Tire Store

753-9627

Specializing in Dean and General Tires

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next. LO Century

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm Is there
Stale Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

High School Basketball
Tuesday's Gentle
Bcye
Barbourville 57, McCreary Central 54
Bardstown 70. Meade Co 60
Beery 54, Phelps 43
Boone Co 60, SIIIVM Kenton 59
Bourbon Co 58, Franklin Co 56
Bowing Green 69, Logan Co 59
Boyd Co 56. Greenup Co 49
Bredunridge Co. 51. Grayson Co 48
Calloway Co 50, Christian Fellowship 31
Carlisle Co 61. IA/yield 58
Chnsban Co 82. Fort Campbell 78
Cindnnat Elder (Ohio) 53. St Henry 48
Conner 62, *moon 61
Con Holmes 47. Pyle 42
Devises Co 67. Buller Co 52
Dawson Springs 64. Lyon Co 46
Elizabethtown 81, Bullit Central 74
Eminence 72. Owen Co 69. OT
Evangel 76, Collegiate 58
Fleming Co 65. Ashland Blazer 60
Fort Thomas tighlands 70. Con Catholic 59
Garrard Co 72, Burgin 58
Glasgow 71. Edmoneon Co 62
Graves Co 67. St Mary 26
Harrison Co 52. Grant Co 49
Hart Co 72. Taylor Co 59
Henry Co GO, Frankton 40
Hopkins Co Central 61. Macisonolle 49
Hot:dune/Me 75. Caldwell Co 64
Jackson Co. 65, Oneida Baptist 42
Johnson Central 86, Pikeville 80
Lee Co 56. Berea 38
Lewis Co 71. Russell 67
Lex. Catholic 80, West Jessamiros 57
Len Henry Clay 39. Clark Co 33
Len Tales Creek, 73. Knox Central 40
Lou Ballard 87 Shelby Co 83
Lou Country Day 65, Restoraton 51
Lou Does 46, Lou. Moore 44
Lou Eastern 78 North Hardin 72
Lou Fordale 55. Lou Atherton 53
Lou Fern Creek 70 North Built 45
Lou Iroquois 81, Lou Manual 64
Lou Landmark Chnsian 8.4, Lou Micah 55
Lou. Male 73. Lou Southern 68
Lou. Portland Chnetian 41 Lou Walden 39
Lou Shawnee 72, Green Co 58
Lou Trinity 67, Lou. DeSales 45
Lou. Western 93, Lou Jenersontown 65
Ludlow 52. Bellevue 50
Madison Central 71. Lek Paul Dunbar 64
Manson Southern 70, East Jessamine 40

•

//anon Co 58 Waahngton Co 51
Mason Co 67. Pendleton Co 47
Mlersburg Mitary Academy 108. Augusta 61
Ilhanros Co 65, Cumberland Co 59
Oho Co 60. Muhlenberg South 40
Oldham Co 49. Bullitt East 44
Owensboro 65. Owensboro Calhoic 53
Owensboro Apollo 76, Warren Central 42
Paducah Tilghman 80, Lone Oak 49
Perry Co Central 81 Oakley Co 79
Powell Co 54, Montgomery Co 53
Prestonsburg 78. Allen Central 65
Provrdence 88, Tngg Co 75
Pulaski Co 79. Casey Co, 46
Rodland 88 Murray 66
Rrverside Chnstan 73 Ptanst 62
Rodicastlio Co 85. ESN Co 54
Rowan Co 52 Morgan Co 46
Scat 65. Lloyd Memorial 64
Somerset 70, Lincoln Co 54
South Floyd SI, Feria Creek 72
Southwestern 88, Leslie Co 73
Union Co 76 Henderson Co 68
Warren East 63, Greenwood 56
Wayne Co 63, Russell Co 47
Weal Carter 77. Ellon Co 65
Western Hills 87, Richmond Model 81
Williamsburg 65. Mddleiboro 57
Williamstown 77. Tnnybhe Co 54
Woo/lord Co 82, Mercer Co. 69

MON.-FRI. 8-5, SAT. 8-12
Owner • ROM'S! Melvin

401 North 4th St.•762-0000

BAR-B-'
"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Fast Service

Convenient Location

Handy Drive-Up Window

Great Weekly Specials
Large B13Q,
Fries &
Medium Drink

$399

"Place ain't fancy but sho is good food!"
Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.

753-0045

Girls
Aims Co -Scatted.% 75, Miocene Co 48
Ballard Memortal 60. Heath 43
BM Co 73. Pineville 19
Bowing Green 43. Logan Co 64
Butler Co 56. Cloverport 42
Central Hardin 52. Lou Eastern 50
Edmonson Co 47. Glasgow 41
Graves Co 84. Si Miry 19
Hopkins Co Central 56, Madisonville 45
Logan Co 64. Bowing Green 43
Lou JellerStomown 55. Manor Co 33
Lou Male 50, South Oldham 47
Lou Sacred Heart 57. Lou Eizabethtown 56
Monroe Co 62, Cumberland Co 47
Nelson Co 43, Bothiehem 28
Riverside Chnsean 40, Panel 24

Belcher Oil is proud to announce...

New Management
Murray BP

Louisville InvItatIonel
Lou Jellerstorilown 55 Manor Co 33
Lou Male 50. South Oldham 47
Central Hardin 52 Lou Eastern 50
Lou Sacred Heart 57. Elizabethtown 56
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FROM PAGE 10A
digit scorer for Reidland, which
finished 29 of 57 from the field
- including 10 of 19 from
3-point range - and 20 of 25 at
the free throw line. The 'Hounds
outrebounded Murray 27-14.
"Our kids played their best
game since December; we did a

lot of good things," Waller said.
"Rebounding was a big difference, but our kids played hard
and did what we asked them to
do. We ran several different lineups and the results were
positive."
Murray's next game is Feb. 2
at Mayfield as part of a girls/boys
doubleheader.

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS!
Renews Grade Cies

Since 1949

Tony Herndon,a long-time employee
at Murray BP has now become the new
owner and operator.

FOR SALE or LEASE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available
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Stop by and see Tony at...
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Lake Region
Propane Gas, Inc.
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42084
753-8011
toll free 800-354-8050

MURRA
STATE

One Year
Guarantee
Gas Price
with the
Purchase
or Lease ofa
New Tank

1IACEI

1200 South 12th St.
(Next to Racer Inn)

•Full and Self-Serve Gas
'Oil Changes $18.99
*Tire Rotation & Repair
'Car Wash

'
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01111 LlICK RACERS
'Where Quality Counts"

• WEE

MURRAY STATE

Pea

ASKET 11 ALL
"Cooked The Way You'd Cook It"

Bel-Air Center • 753-0440
For more than a century
Woodmen has stood behind its
members, providing insurance
protection and fraternal
benefits. To learn more about
Aoadmens I06-year
commitment to its members,
contact:

John W. Hammons
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8491

Woodmen

Murray State
vs
Middle Tennessee
Thursday, Jan. 29 • 7:00 p.m. CST • Racer Arena

RACERS

Turner relies on hard work
to help Racers achieve goals
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gc
753-6656
Chestnut St.

of the World

Ilk Insurance Society

Make The
Winning
Choice...

c
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MYERS
umber Co.

...For All Your Home Improvement Needs
500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

Martial
means better
grades!

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
With one of the most talented stables of players in
school history, it would be easy for the casual Murray
State basketball fan to overlook sophomore forward
Mike Turner.
But anyone who has closely followed the MSU program for the past two seasons knows who Turner is.
Turner came to the Racers last season from Goodpasture High School in Nashville, Tenn., where he was
named all-conference and all-region as a senior in leading GHS to a 27-5 mark in 1996. He had a school record 81 blocked shots as a senior.
Turner impressed the Racer coaching staff with his
hard work in the 13 games last season, earning eight
starts as a power foward.
But a stress fracture to his left ankle in a Jan. 23
game against Southeast Missouri State forced Turner to
miss the remainder of the 1996-97 season.
However, Turner has battled back to become a key
addition to the Racer bench this season to help the team
compile an 18-3 record.
"I missed a lot of games with the injury and a lot of
people were ready to count me out," said Turner. "My
career here has had its ups and downs, but I'm pleased
with the way everything is going. I don't regret the
injury.
GENERAL INFORMATION
•Location: Murfeesboro, Tenn.
•Enrollment: 18,366
•Colors: Blue and White
•Nickname: Blue Raiders
•Arena: Hale Arena (11,520)
•President: Dr James E. Walker
•Athletic Director: Lee Fowler

Introductory
Special

'29.95

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE
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EVERYDAY SPECIAL
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Sun10.Thut
,11 •
Frt & Sal
10.12

Give it your hest.shot

WAL*MART
SUPERCENTER
For All Your
MSU Apparel

Nov. 3
Nov. 9
Nov. 13
Nov. 19
Nov. 24
Nov. 28
Nov. 29

OPPONENT

go o

.
‘a

c4N)

(t!' 0`.

V4C e,4
6

oisaq°
e18.

*

**

*
**

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

• Malachai Allen, 6-5, Sr., F (5.5 ppg.)
• Kent Ayer, 6-1, Jr., G (3.7 ppg.)
• Mantia Callender, 6-8, Sr., C (3.8 ppg.)
• Richard Duncan, 6-1,Jr., G (9.2 ppg.)
• K.J. Harden, 6-6, Sr., G (2.5 ppg.)
• Terry Hughes, 6-5, So., F (0.8 ppg.)
• Freddie Martinez, 6-5, So., G (6.5 ppg.)
• Aylton Tesch, 6-8, Sr., F (13.3 ppg.)
Newcomers
• Reggie Marshall, 6-0, Fr., G (Holtville, Ala.)
• Lee Nosse, 6-11, Fr., C (Euclid, Ohio)
• Kevin White. 6-2, Fr., G (Decatur, Ga.)

1997-98 Racer Schedule

la

*

Returning Players

TEAM ANALYSIS
*1996-97 Record: 19-12
•1996-97 OVC Record/Finish: 11-7/3rd
•Letterman Returning/Lost: 8,5
•Starters Returning/Lost: 14

Unleash Your Potential!

•

"I want to be able to contribute to the success of this
team. And the way I do that is by giving 100 percent
every day. That's all I can really do. If this team doesn't
win the OVC championship, I will look back and question myself. I don't look at individual accomplishments
because this team comes first," he added.
As with every other Racer player, Turner has had to
deal with the expectations placed on this MSU team.
But he has learned to take those expectations in stride.
"At the beginning of the season, if we did anything
but go undefeated we thought that we would fall short
of our goal. But we've learned that with success comes
expectations. We have to deal with that to be successful," Turner explained.
"The good thing about this team is that we know we
haven't peaked yet. There are a lot of teams that would
love to be 18-3, but we feel like we can get better."
And Turner realizes what he has to do to help the
Racers achieve their goals.
"I'm not going to be the guy who's going to come out
and get 20 points or 15 rebounds every game. So, I have
to give everything I've got every second that I'm on the
floor. I have to strive to get better every day and not be
content with just anything."

WIN/LOSE

Blue/Gold Scrimmage
VASDA (Exhibition)
Banka Slovatska Croatia (Exhibition)
@ Dayton
BELMONT UNIVERSITY
(Semifinal) MSU vs. Western Illinois
Consolation Games
Championship Game

Dec. 4
EASTERN KENTUCKY (WOW)
Dec. 6
MOREHEAD STATE (WOTV)
Dec. 13
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (WOTV)
Dec. 18
CAMPBELLSVILLE UNIVERSITY (WOW)
Dec. 21
•Western Kentucky
Dec. 24-26 @ Puerto Rico Holiday Classic
Michigan
Arkansas
Iowa State
Jan. 3
@ Middle Tennessee (ESPN)
Jan. 5
@ Tennessee Tech
Jan. 8
INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTHEAST (WON)
Jan. 10
@ UT-Martin
Jan. 13
@ Eastern Kentucky
Jan. 15
EASTERN ILLINOIS (WOTV)
Jan. 17
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI (WOTV)
Jan. 22
•Austin Peay
Jan. 24
@ Tennessee State

TEAM INFORMATION:
•Head Coach
Randy Wiel
•Alma Mater
--North Carolina
(1979)
•MTSU Record
19-12 (1 year)
•Career Record
51-62(4 years)
•Assistant Coaches
Andy Herzer, Jim Ryan, Victor Newman
•Basketball Office: (615) 898-2120
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Most Major Brands
-Brake Service
;Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush

Locally Owned & Operated
(next to Log Gabon restaurant)

73343332
7

11:11

1
•1•••
,

ki! WI N.,

We Honor
ompetitors Counn

000*

•••••••

21 Years Experience —

Ll

M &T
PAINTING
Residential • Commercial
Painting & Spraying

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky
Oil Comp -0

Free Estimates

Call 753-2407

$2.00 OFF
Full Service
Reg Price $21.95

753-9382
Paul Myhill

753-0487
Sammy Tidwell

Your Best
Insurance..,

is a good agent! An

118 S. 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451

Pal
Dan McNut AAI

•.••••

Shell
622 South 4th

Any Size, Any
Toppings Pizza

independent State Auto
agent is dedicated to servicing the customer. You get
personalized attention to
all your insurance needs.

McNutt Insurance

••••••

tea(

Me
STATE
AUTO'

$999

Excludes Dominator
Carry Out or Delivery

v•hd

at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer
Pncee may vary. Customer pays salee taa where applicable. Our
dnvers carry lees than 11120.00. Cash value 1120t. 01997 Dominees
Pius. Inc

753-3030
NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.DOMINOS_
Gre McNutt
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Peoples First released statements
Peoples First Corporation's 1997 million from 1995. Total average
Noninterest expense net of noconsolidated statements of income deposits increased $69.3 million ninterest income rose to 1.99 perand balance sheets have been re- this year.
centofaverage total assets for 1997,
leased.
The greatest increase was in from 1.97 percent for 1996.
On Nov. 17, 1997, Peoples First money market deposit accounts.
Equipment and data processing
Corporation entered into a defini- The purchase of the additional Ben- expenses have risen due to imtive merger agreement with Union ton, KY branch bank and other plementation of new systems and
Planters Corporation.
deposit inflows allowed the Com- conversion costs.
Under the agreement, sharehol- pany to maintain approximately the
Additional professional fees
ders of Peoples First Corporation same ratio of core-funding.
will receive 0.6 common share of
The provision for loan losses for amounting to $1.5 million were
UPC on a tax-free basis for each 1997 increased to $5.0 million, incurred in 1997 for consulting,
common share of PFKY.
from $2.7 million for 1996 and $2.2 merger related fees and other legal
fees.
The merger, subject to sharehol- million for 1995.
The board of directors increased
der and normal regulatory approvNonperforming assets were
the
first quarter dividend of 1998 to
als, is expected to be consummated $13.1 million, or 1.18 percent of
in the second quarter of 1998. total loans and other real estate at $0.24 per common share, up from
Net income for 1997 was $16.2 Dec. 31, 1997, compared to $12.2 $0.22 per common share for the
million, down 5.7 percent from million, or 1.17 percent at Dec. 31, previous quarter.
Peoples First Corporation is a
$17.2 for 1996.
1996.
Increased revenue was offset by
The allowance for loan losses as a multi-bank holding company,which
additional provision for loan losses percentage of outstanding loans was conducts a complete range of comand noninterest expense. Revenue 1.49 percent as of Dec. 31, 1997, mercial and personal banking acimproved due to loan growth and compared to 1.42 percent as of Dec. tivities through 25 western Kentucky banking offices and three
better fee income.
31, 1996.
Clarksville,
Tenn. banking offices.
Overhead increased due to costs
Fee income for deposit services
For more information about Peoassociated with consolidation of for 1997 improved 26.2 percent,
some bank systems, consulting fees while fees for trust services and ples First Corporation's 1997 reand merger related expenses.
investment brokerage activities sults, contact Aubrey W. Lippert,
Basic earnings per common share both improved more than 10 per- president and chairman of the board
or Allan B. Kleet, treasurer at
for the year ended ,Dec. 31, 1997 cent.
502-441-1200.
was $1.62, down 7.4 percent from
$1.75 for the year ended Dec. 31,
1996,and compared to $1.54 for the
year ended Dec. 31, 1995.
Return on average stockholders'
•
•* •
equity for the year ended Dec. 31,
1997, 1996 and 1995 was 10.86
percent, 12.75 percent and 12.46.
Al* 4
Is,
percent, respectively.
•
'frI
11%
Net interest income for 1997 was
$57.9 million, an increase of 7.0
•I
*
n 416
• a",
percent from $54.1 million for
1996.
Good loan growth was a key to
increased net interest income. Average earning assets increased 8.7
percenL
Average outstanding loans for
1997 increased 10.7 percent, or
$102.5 million to $1,063.2 million
from $960.7 million for 1996. Average loans for 1996 increased 11.0
percent from 1995.
Residential real estate loans out
Ledger & Times photo
standing increased the most and
were $468.3 million at Dec. 31,
Calloway County is currently participating in the Mr. Rogers' Sweater
1997, up $47.2 million during 1997.
Drive. Anyone needing sweaters and sweatshirts may call the Murray
The increase in 1996 was $56.5
Family Resource Center or Calloway County Middle School. Pictured
are Laura Miller, KET volunteer; Brandy Reed, student volunteer; and
Bill Wells, director of the Murray Family Resource Center.

•
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lecture/recital cosponsored by the Office of African-American Student Services and
Ethnic Programs and the department of music at Murray State
University will be held Feb. 3 at the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building on
the MSU campus.
The program will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Performing Arts Hall.
Mark Hussung, a 1982 graduate
of Murray High School,will present
"Piano Music of the Harlem Renaissance." This movement lasted from
1920 to 1935, a time when black
intellectuals sought to encourage
and produce a body of artistic works
which would both affirm the lives of
African-Americans and encourage
racial understanding and equality.
The lecture/recital will include
both art music and early jazz/ragtime and will feature the compositions of William Grant Still, Florence Price and James P. Johnson.
Hussung is coordinator of keyboard instruction at Carson-Newman College where he teaches
piano, piano pedagogy and beginning theory. He has a master's
degree in piano performance from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison and a bachelor's degree in
performance/pedagogy from the
University of Louisville.
He is currently completing a
doctorate in piano performance
from the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music. His principal teachers include Eugene Pridonoff, Paul
Schcnly and David Kaiserman.
While living in Murray, Hussung
was a piano student of Dorothy
Mason. A versatile performer, he
stays busy as soloist accompanist
and church pianist. His research and
performing activities this year are
financed by a fellowship from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Trust.
A reception will be held in the
lobby of the Performing Arts Hall
immediately following the program. All activities are presented at
no charge and the public is invited to
attend.
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Coll toll-free
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VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES.

LOW LOW PRICES
Imperial Delight

Mar arine
%az...v.1011
'
0

Coke Diet Coke Sprite

e.-II

11

.0717
Criir•to

sot

3 Lb.
Tub

Sunshine Kracklin Chunk

2 liter
Bottle

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

Dog Food

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
194

27.7 Oz. Jar

.r

Lipton Family Size
•

Tea Bags

24t • I v %fit

98

24 a. Box

Buyer Choice

49

1•

Roundy's
Corn, Green Beans
or Sweet Peas

Sugar

PURE

1 18

SUGAR

9

4 Lb. Bag
Limit 3 Please
'
"'KELLY
s' e

15 Oz.
Can

Kelly Chili W/Beans

K
CHILI

15 oz. can

2

Sunflower Flour
4geor

For $1

HE MURRAY FAMILY NYMC

1'1

Light or Dark
Kidney Beans
15 oz.

3 $1

87°
Sunflower Meal
87C
5 Lb. Bag

Joan of Arc Chili Beans
"der-

9

6 Pk. Non-Returnable 1/2 Ulef 811.Ms For

Ragu Old World Style

Spaghetti Sauce

-taw 1

$3 29
•

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

3.99

20 Lb. Bag

41
.

..stsflofir
_

5 Lb. Bag

For

Apr!

WHO IS THE YMCA?
After-School Care
Day & Summer Camps
Parent/Child sports
Parent's Night/Day Out
Water Exercise
Personal Training
MSU Overnighter

Jump Start to Fitness
Youth Stength Training
Teen Center
Aerobic Classes
Corporate Cup Events
Adult Basketball
Can 753-4295/759-YMCA

QUALITY MEATS

ELPS YOU JUMP START '9

itawatwittottnittwatimentivemitiiit
FILE EARLY

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Boston Butt

Chuck Roast

Pork Roast

19

3'
0

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!

BURKEEN

or.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless s

"

753-9567 Ext. 106
or 753-6730

Beef

$1.19 Lb.

Pork Steaks

$1.99
$1.09

$1.79
$1.119

Pork Cutlets

Si
•89 Lb

Country Style

$1.49

Shoulder Roast I

Bookkeeping & Tax Service
-1300 Hillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

Lb.

Lb.

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

Lb.

Minute Steak

100% Pure

pril
11#
15
axes due

Ground Chuck
Beef

Stew Meat

AllStifie

Slice Slab

Bacon

linire in xsxxl hands.

Grand

Lb.
Lb.

Ribs

Opening.

*40,

8

1

C

Granny Smith

ta.

JA Jr4

302 N. 12th St. • 753-5842

•••••-•-••• Air•-

•11.1•

10 Lb Bag SI•58

Large Slicing

Lb.

Lb.

Large Stalk

Large Head

Sno White
\I

68
'Potatoes
28° Tomatoes
98° Celery
$1.58 Slaw Mix
Lb.

Cabbage
Broccoli
Cauliflower

33,

Idaho

Apples

NESTER% kUNTI(kl
1GFACI.
.

Lb

Onions

Lb

Debbie Sullivan

Lb

Jumbo Idaho Sweet

Apples

For your insurance needsBeing in good hands is the only place to be:

Tony Boyd

Lb

FRESH PRODUCE
U.S.D.A. Fancy Washington State
Red or Golden Delicious

Here For Yolk

Mal Nana
WORM@ T.III MI TIMM

tiCl°

%%4:7

IIII 28 29 30 31

s

Hussung
to present
recital
A guest

FOODS

ro

Jan.-Feb. 1998

Cabbage

Large Head

1 Lb. Bag

68*
68*
811'

i••••••••••,—*•—.*--••
(
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.25 Column Inch
ami. Discount 2nd Run,
iscix Discount Smi Run.
Ads MalLu,•IM•4 Day PwlocU
$2 25 por column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

010
020
025
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130

Reader Adl
305 per word, $6.00 minimum
1st day.65 poor word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

IarrIlalailla2tecad
A $2.00 tee will be requeedlo mote
any changes to ad oiler deed/line.

Card of
Legal Nouce
Notice
Personals
.• Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

Thanks
140.
150
155
160.
165..,,,,,,,,
170
180
190

CALL 753-1916

Want 'Jo Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood

195..
200
210
220

Musical

In Memory
Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
280.
Mobde Homes For Rent
28... Mobile flume Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling
290
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330.
...Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent Or Lease
240

Happy Birthdai
365
For Sale or Lease 470
370 Commercial Property for Sale 480
380
Pets & Supplies 485
390
livestock & Supplies 490
400
Yard Sale 495
410
Public Sale 500
420
Home Loans 510
430
Real Estate 520
435
Lake Properly 530
440 .
Lots For Sale 550
450
Farms 1.or Sale :
,60
460
Homes For Sale 570

PUBLIC Is
buildings,
blueprints
steel bldg
dating, 40
will sell fa
was $18,2
Other str
able.
1-800-320

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

Sport

Motor(•,lc,
Aut.,
Vehi. lc,
sed I. .rs
• ans
I.
arrpers
Ser'.r In tt.frki
FIrt:c (.1,1\11111,

Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
Of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will
be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be repotted Immediately so corrections
can be mad..

WOOD s
condition
garage C

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

1YR old I
dryer, pap
move, $4!
for Tim

• Deadlines are 2 days
in advancol

160

Ft
010

010
Legal
Notice

02n
Legal
Mod*

All stored items in storage unit 187 at Key
Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY 42071, have been
abandoned and if all charges for storage
unit 187 are not paid in full on or before
Feb. 15, 1998, Key Mini-Warehouses
will have legal possession of all items
stored in unit 187. A sale date for said
items stored in storage unit 187 will be
posted at a later time.
INVITATION FOR PROPOSAL
FINANCIAL AUDIT SERVICES
The Murray Board of Education is accepting
sealed proposals for 1997-98 Financial Audit Services for the Murray Independent
School District. The audit is to be conducted
in compliance with regulations set by the
Kentucky Department of Education. Proposals are to be sealed and marked "Proposal:
Audit Services." Proposals will be accepted
until 2:00 p.m.,Tuesday,February 10, 1998,
at the Murray Board of Education, 208
South Thirteenth Street, Murray, KY
42071. Interested persons may obtain
further information by contacting Sarah
Kaegi at(502)753-4363. The Murray Board
of Education reserves the right to reject any
and all proposals.
020

(I20
Nod*

Notice

641 PRODUCE- This
weeks specials Ihru Sunday February 1st: Wisconsin Russet potatoes, 50th
bag $9.50. Jumbo Pecans
5lbs, $6.25. Jumbo oranges, $4.95 bag. Vine ripened tomatoes, $3.00 basket. Fresh garlic, $2.091b.
D'Anjou pears, 2 for $1.00.
Iceberg lettuce, $1.09.
Jumbo grapefruit, $3.95
bag. String beans, 89s/lb.
3975 US Hwy 641 N, formally Knoth's BBC!.

AS of 1-22-98, I Jeffrey
Wade Schroeder of 75 Seth
Ln, Murray, KY will not be
responsible for any debts
other than my own.
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mons, womans, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

BIBLE Message 759-5177

Thc Tennessee Valley Authority is seeking a
partner to operate and maintain Thoroughbred
Recreation Area on Kentucky Reservoir in
Calloway County, Kentucky near Murray.
TVA is seeking operators for a 19-year lease
for that area, also known as Wildcat Creek.
This area has developed roads, campsites and
toilet facilities and offers excellent wateroriented camping on beautiful Kentucky Reservoir.
Interested operators are invited to submit a
proposal to lease this recreation area. Detailed
information and a copy of the formal Request
for Proposals may be obtained by writing or
callii,2 Richard Pflueger, TVA Land Management, P.O. Box 1010, SB-1H, Muscle Shoals,
Alabama 35662, telephone (205) 386-2006.

Catteed:tts'
( ,,tir)t‘ //opthit leader Ill
pr,,riding qualitt health«111' in 14i-sn-m
A',.ntrn ks and Vorthil est Terrnes.see nnnosinic.
th, fi,/b,Il ink jr ,h ,opertirn!,
Director of Nursing; Long Term Care Division
Western Kentucky's Premier Long Term Care
Facility is looking for an individual who is Seeking
a challenge. MCCH operates a 226 bed Long
Term Care Division. whi4,consists of a 174 bed
free standing facility and a 52 bed hospital unit.
The qualified candidate must possess a BSN,
MSN preferred, at least 5 years management
experience in a Long Term Care environment
and recent JCAHO experience. The candidate
must exhibit excellent leadership skills and the
ability to foster an atmosphere of teamwork.
Excellent benefit and compensation package
available.
For details contact:
Cm Lowborn VP I,T('
5021 767-3663

MURRAY
GX
COUNTA'
14NUAL

Help
Wanted

Notice

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or Just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers; give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/sIs/rep
02s
Persona*
AREA business man. College educated, early 40's,
divorced, no children. Enjoys hiking, backpacking,
camping, canoeing, travel,
hunting & fishing, reading,
dining out and movies at
home. Seeking single/ divorced female for
companionship/ relationship with like interest Send
photo and reply to: P.O Box
1040 M. Murray, KY 42071.
START dating today! Have
fun playing the Kentucky
dating game For more information
call
1 -800-ROMANCE, ext.
7638
050
Lost
And Found
FOUND Young adult male
Beagle, blue collar Hit by
car at Wiswell & Gibbs
Store Rd, doing ok. Call
West Side Vet, 753-6749
LOST: Blue Talbots Car
coat. Sentimental value
753-9397.

Nurses Aide
PRN work all
shifts as needed.
Not a full time
job. Prefer experience, but will
train caring individual who would
enjoy working
with the elderly.
Good working
conditions, pleasant atmosphere.

Call Glayda
. Dodd at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
753-7109. EOE.
LOCAL business has open
ing for sales person. Knowledge of building materials
helpful Please send resumes to: PO Box 1040-A,
Murray.
LOCAL dealership looking
for full-time receptionist.
Some accounting and computer skills would be beneficial. Please send resume
to. PO Box 1040-H, Murray,
KY 42071.

SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has a sales position available. Job duties include
customer follow up calls,
data entry, clerical work &
misc office duties. No experience necessary. Call
759-1600 after 3pm,ask for
Stephanie.
TEMPORARY phone convassers for the Murray City
Directory. Flexible hours
working out of your home
Must be in local calling
area. Reply (including your
phone number) to: City Directory, Inc., 527 Merritt
Rd, Maryville, TN 37804

BABYSITTING 0-2yrs
Murray area $10/day
759-5631

MISSING tri-color male,
Bassett/ Beagle cross
wearing red collar from
Wood VCR near Airport Rd.
Faintly pet, reward offered'
753-0530, anytime

CALL Me Mrs V for your
house cleaning needs Reliable, courteous service'
M -F, most weekends
436-5995

060
Help
Wanted

COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions. Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated Must be able to lift
100Ibs Apply at 408 N 12th
St No phone calls please
EOE
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hrs
$20K to $50K/yr
1-800-348-7186 X 486
ELECTRONIC INSTALLATION TECHNICIAN.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
OF ELECTRONICS INCLUDING TELEPHONES,
HOME THEATER, SECURITY, AUDIO AND
VIDEO REQUIRED. CABLING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
502-753-7587. MON
THRU FRI 10AM-4PM.
FULL-time position available in busy medical office
Must have medical business office skills, insurance
and computer knositedge.
Full benefits available and
company 401K option
Send resume to Allergy
and Asthma Clinic of West
Kentucky, 2957 US Hwy
641 N, Murray, KY 42071

(',i

070
Domestic
& Childcare

Card of Thanks

Computers
486DX2/66,8 MEGA RAM,
mini tower, includes 14,400
fax modem, 14 inch SVGA
screen, color printer,
WDS.3.1, Wordperiect 6.0,
Microsoft office, with desk,
excellent condition. Call
759-1994.
COMPAQ Presario Pentium 150 MHZ 32 MB RAM,
CD ROM, 333 modem,
8mo old, under warranty;
Epson Laser printer. Both
$1000. 492-8446.
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES- piece or estates. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418
CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
STANDING Timber want to
cut on halves. Mature trees
only. 492-8392.

WANTED riding mowers &
OTR Drivers, 2 years cur4-wheelers that need work
rent, 25yrs old, clean MVR,
436-2867
home most weekends
901-247-5856
150
PART-time housekeeper
Articles
Apply in person at Days
For Sale
Inn, 517 S 12th, Murray.
52- MAGNAVOX tv. has
SALES- CEMETERY Be protector screen. 18 satelone of the highest paid in lite system, less than iyr
America Call llarn-4pm, old. 474-0116.
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.

LOST. Bobtail cat, female
with large black & white
patches Weanng flea collar with 2 rabies tags_ Hitchhiked to Owens Food
Market area on neighbors
car. Please call 753-3418

CHILDCARE staff needed
40hrs, Mayfield- 247-4781
for appointment

H•E•A•L•T•H

120
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In Loving Memory
-7'

For all the love and care shown to
CHARLES ROHLAND by Dr. Richard Blalock and Staff, Second
Floor Staff, LTC Staff on the 3rd
Floor, Cindy Stober, Social Service
and Physical Therapy, we thefamily
would like to express our sincere
appreciation.

158
Ankles
For Sale

Ankles
For Sale

Tobacco
Base For
Sale
Call

Air Purification
System inventory
Reduction Sale
Call 759-9020

435-4389
CALORAD Burn fat while
you sleep No side effects
Money back guarantee
1 888-531 3600

CEMETERY lot 8. vault for
sale at Memorial Gardens
753-2615.
EXCELLENT hay in covered rolls or square hales
Will load. 753-6567.

Prom, Party, Pageant, and Wedding Dresses
for big one-day sale.
You bring your dresses to the

FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered 1988 T-Bird. kingsize
waterbed. 435-4460

KAPPA "SPECIAL OCCASION"
DRESS SALE
and we will make

•,,to

LIGHT blue & mauve sofa,
used 6mos, $250. Sears
electrooic typewritter with
auto correct, like new, $45
759-4220.
MATTRESS Clearance
Sale' Smith Mattress Fac
tory, 502-851-3160, Symsonia, KY.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches. many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.

lAaior Is
No cn

about a
VIEWINC
and Its

Full-7

Route Sales Manager
Schwan's is reaching
New Heights
Due to the high demand for our products,
Schwan's is seeking hard working and goal
orientated individuals to sell and deliver our
high quality products to customers through
a home delivery system.
In return for your hard work,you will enjoy a
guaranteed starting income and a complete
benefit package.

Ta

erI
Niv".‘•
908-C
We are
employrr

Ca

Must be at least 21 years old.
If you're ready to build a career with a
secure and fast growing company, call
us today Tor- a confidential interview
1-800-3-EMPLOY or fax resume

507-537-8545
Please refer to ad 009140c

Jchwan's. saws cnt•rpris•a, inc.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Put Your Special
Valentine's Picture &
Message Or A Love Line
In The Paper Feb. 14, 1998

FebrUani
14th

* 55. rims
*BeautirL
me.
* Saw*
vitae)

1127
we
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HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340

J.B.

STATE Certified home daycare just outside Murray.
Preschool, large safe play
yard, loving environment.
Provider certified in CPR &
First Aid, excellent references and experience. Call
Melinda 759-3176

Da

Thanks for the past 52
years we have been
together.
Love,
Jo

WILL dean houses and offices, 4yrs experience Call
Becky at 502-247-4221
WILL sit with elderly $6 an
hour. 10 yrs experience
Call 753-2637
100

FOR Rent Approx 1703
SFT warehouse space or
convert to office space
121h & Story street Murray
12ft overhead door Contact
Nathan
at
502 575-8200

I have a

-yr

HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis
Dependable with references. Free estimates' Call
762-4769

BUSINESS For Sale Reasonably priced' 605-C S
12th St Send inquirey or
offer to PO Box 1418, Murray, KY 42071

Say

Partway
grow WV

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.

Business
Oppenunity

GUNS, b
436-5650

Leave Message

WANTED:

700 Vine St.
Sale from 1 p.m.-4 p.m. same day.
Free admission to sale!!!

G:s•

i.7

The Family of
Walter Robinson

$100 OFF

money for you!$3.00 fee(nonrefundable) for each dress to be placed in sale,
you keep all proceeds.
Register dress to be sold on
Saturday, January 31, 1998
from 9:00 a.m. to noon
at Murray Woman's Clubhouse

(7

In Memory Of Our Loved One
On His Birthday
It each tear we shed
Were a stepping stone
From Heaven back to here
And you could come back to us
Would you my de_ar?
For Heaven is for Angels
And my dear thats what you are
You've seen the face of Jesus
And you've touched his nail scars
The memories we have for a lifetime
Living without you sure is tough
But if you had stayed forever
It would never have been long enough
We will always miss you
You'll stay forever in our hearts
And someday my loved one
We'll never be apart
Our family chain is broken
Our hearts are broken too
There's nevei a day or an hour
That we don't think of you
We'll trod on and do MIT best
And with God's help we'll pass the test
And when it's o'er at Heavens door
We'll see the face we've longed for

To Rev. Warren Sykes, Rev. Tim
Pafford and the Musicians thanks for a
beautiful service. Also to Miller Funeral
Home, dear friends and neighbors thank
you and may God bless each of you.
Wife, Jessie
•
Daughter, lean
Grandchildren,
Charles & Wife Vickie
nd Susan, Great Grandchildren

150

KING sizi
with Sot:
mattresi
753-4509.

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & love lines, along with a stamped. selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for love lines(no more
than 10 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines Ls Noon, Mon., Feb. 9th.

Advertising Dept.

Ledger&Times
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

150

2711

210
Articles
For Sale

Firewood

PUBUC NOTICE M steel
buildings, never put up,
blueprints included. Mayor
steel bldg company is liquidating, 40X31 was $7,770
wiN sell for $3,980, 50X100
was $18,270 now $11,927.
Other straightwalis available.
Chuck
1-800-320-2340.

FIREWOOD delivered,
stacked 489-2287
270
*Ms
Homes For Si.
1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning. Extra
nice. 753-9866,

WOOD stove, excellent
condition. Ideal for shop or
garage. Call 759-4630.

1985 CAVALIER 14X56
trade-in. 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
central air condition. This
home is in very good condition. $550 down payment
with monthly payments approx. $150 per month. Keith
Baker Homes, Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568 or
644-0012.

1 SC
Appliances
1YR old Roper washer &
dryer, papers included, will
move, $450. 759-8469 ask
for Tim

1992 ATLANTIC 16'X80'
mobile home. 3br, 2 bath,
lots of extras! 759-9410 or
753-7902.

160
Home
Furnishings

KING size bedroom suite
with Softside waterbed 1993 FLEETWOOD 16X80
mattress & springs. Repo. 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
central air condition, new
753-4509
carpet. Very clean house.
1500 down _payment with
200
payments starting at $215
Sports
per month. Keith Baker
EquIlmsera
Homes, Paris, TN
GUNS, buy, sell, trade 1-800-533-3568 or
436-5650
644-0012.

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers.

;45,000 + Per Year
Mayor benefit. Company supplied pre-set appointment.
No credit refusals. Company training. Hours worked
days & evenings.

Call If you are serious
about a career 8 are wiling to work TM TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people who only want t earn $300-5400 per week
and that don't want to work.' Call between 11-4 Mon.-Sat

Full•Tlme ON • Must Be 25 • 753-0580 •

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-8107
Temporary Staffing Service

HAMILTON-RYKER
(!
')

COMPANY

110.'

OV•NA'E

PJ044

APAOJACII

320
Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

Houses
For Rent

1994 HORTON 24X60
doubiewide. Bank Repo. 4
bedroom, 2 bath. Central
air condition, vinyl siding
with shingle roof, new carpet. Nice home. Down payment approx. $1,500 with
monthly payments starting
at $199 per month.(Call for
details) Keith Baker
Homes, Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568 or
644-0012.

1BR garage apartment,
stove & refrigerator, $250
rent + $250 deposit. Available now. CaN 767-0604 or
753-5076 & leave
message.

in
TOWNHOUSE
Cambridge- 2br, 1'/, bath.
Has refrigerator w/
icemaker, stove, built-in
microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher, w/d
Great utilities $475/mo
plus deposit. No pets
753-3966

LAKE Property Immaculate 2br, 15 minutes from
Murray All appliances garage. dock $475/mo plus
deposit 436-5033

2BR. 753-9866.

MAI

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community
Ky. Lsiu Anse's Bost Kepi Swot
* 55+ residents are special to us * Arnmeniiies of on sae worm,
* Beautiful new 2 bedroom garden servicet
horns apartments.
* Scheduled transportation.
* Screened pontos & cations * Grocery and beauty sabn.
available
* Computer learnirg argot
* activiose S Wellness Program
Bonus'arty rentals receive 1st month's rent companientery. Corns
grew with us In a sate, secure, planned retirement community.
Open House Dalai 10-4
1127 Waage Rd. KU Benton, KY 42025
Phone 354-00111 • TDO 11004474510
Was mealra

HALEY'S

4Ugl9Puck

Rental and Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

MUST See!! 1997 closeouts at rock bottom prices.
Buy now and Save big
bucks. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., 2427 E Wood
St,
Paris,
TN
1-800-642-4891.
OFFICE unit or 3-4 bedroom, 2 bath home. We
have a new office unit ordered so we are seNing our
current one. 1989 Fleetwood 28X52 with central air
condition. $22,900 includes
delivery and set-up. Financing available. Will be
ready approx. the end of
February. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568 or
644-0012.

2BR trailer. No pets. References needed. Call
753-9866.
NICE 14X70 2br, 2 bath
located in small mobile
home park with concrete
drive & sidewalks & large
front deck, 5 miles south of
Murray. $350/mo includes
water & trash pick-up. Deposit 8 lease required.
492-8488.

Phone: 753-6910

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65Va,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-900-455-4199
'as
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BEACH view condo. 2br,
2'4 bath. Sea Grove
Beach, FL. SAVE!! Rent
from owner. Weekly/
monthly. Not available
Spring Break. 759-0304.

DUPLEX, $325/mo plus
deposit, 2br w/carport.
1909 Wiswell. 753-3415,
753-7123.
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
central h/a, all appliances
included, $375/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets. Call 753-2905 or
753-7536.

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications.
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income. Handicapped accessible. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TOO/ 1-800-247-2510.
527,8574 or 492-8721.

Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with air compressor. 753-4509.

LARGE efficient duplex in
private area. Central
HVAC, gas. References
please. No pets. Lease plus
deposit. $450/mo.
759-1087.

COURT Square office
space, $95/mo. Utilities included. Contact Greg
McNutt, 753-4451.

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
OFFICE space for lease, price, central h/a, laundry
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
753-8302 or 753-9621
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity.

1BFI, 1 bath apartment, all
appliances, located in University Heights. Call MarCal Realty, 753-4444.
IBFI, appliances furnished.
$250/mo includes water.
Deposit & lease required.
1303 Chestnut. 769-4696.

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE Itor, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer &
dryer. $325/mo plus deposit. 753-0870.

NICE 2br, I bath apartment, all appliances Great
1BR, available now, stove, location. Cell Mum-Cal Rerefrigerator, all utilities, alty 753-4444.
furnished Coleman RE
NICE 2br duplex with car753-9898
port, gas heat & ap1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call pliances. Deposit. Lease
Coleman Realty 753-9090. No pets. 1821 Ridgewood
1BR duplex, unfumished 6460/mo. 763-7457.
with stove & refrigerator, NOW renting 1,2 8 3 bedw/d hook-up 2 blocks from room apartments. Mur-Cal
campus & shopping. Apartments, 902 North$200/mo day 753-4845, wood Dr, Murray, KY
nights 435-4181
7594984. Equal Housing
1BR furnished apt Opportunity.
$225/mo plus depersit No VERY nice 2br, 1'4 baths
pets 753-3139
Townhouse. Appliances
1BR furnished apartment furnished w/washer &
Utilities included $300/mo. dryer, $500/rno, ir lease,
Deposit required. 1 me deposit No pets.
783-2906, 753-7636
435-4236

NICE lbr, no pets, lease &
deposit required 753 0728
after 4pm
PROFESSIONALLY decorated 3br, 2 bath home
located 3 miles from town
Hardwood floors, appliances, w/c1 hook-ups No
pets. References requested Call 753-7463 after 6pm.

330

Storage
Rentals

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898

641 Storage
.All Sites
,1‘ailable

753-5585
165
For Sale
Or Lease
3600S0 h professional oflice building for sale or
lease located at 304 Maple
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Shown by appointment
only 502-753-1737
380
Pets
& Supplies

EASTSIDE

AKC Bouvier puppies
8wks old Great town or
country dog $125
474-2520

STORAGE
119 Maln • 753-6266

AKITA puppies, AKC,shots
& wormed
$300
(502)382-2331

340
House*
For Rent
1BR Hwy 280. Deposit,
lease. $300/mo. 436-2506

2BR w/appliances, wid, CREEKVIEW Self-storage
carport, storage shed, gas warehouses on Center
heat. No pets. $400/mo Drive behind Shoney's
plus deposit. Phone $20-$40/mo. 759-4081
753-7920.
3BR, 1 bath at 1006 Olive. C-STORAGE, 10x15 storGas heat, $465 plus depo- age units, 4th St & Sycasit. No pets. References more E. Next to Cunningrequired. Available Jan. 15. ham Auto Repair
762-4483 8 to 4. 345-2748 753-3571.
after 5.
3BR brick, central h/a, NORTHWOOD storage
Hazel. Coleman RE presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-9898.
753-7536
3BR, central h/a, all appliances furnished, carport
& 2 car garage, 4 miles
Neon Beach
south of Murray. No pets,
$575/mo, deposit & lease
Mini-Storage
required. 436-2113.
All Size Units
IN Hardin, city sewer, city
Available
water, $250/mo. Available
753-3853
now. 437-4465.

AUSTRALIAN Blue Healer
puppies, born 11-29-97
Have shots & wormed Call
502-345-2545
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
3911
Livestock
& Supplies
7YR old Gelding Arabcross. Excellent trail horse
Spirited yet gentle Has
done Hunt Seat flat work.
Price negotiable_ Cal
759-1900 ask for Teresa.
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
$48. Single Cross 80,000
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
Club or buy direct For more
info call 1-800-338-4558.

og

By pa ss
753-3985
Come

Enjoy

Mon.-S:41.
11-X:30
S Li rid 4
11.2

0or Expanded

e'n u

$20 per roll
See or Call
Dan Galloway

Hickory Smoked

Charbroiled

7534)649

11111()
Ribs
Chicken
Mutton

Chicken
Burgers

7424419 pager

Ntso Pond Raised
Catfish

Homes
For Sale

Homes
For Sale

3BR, 2 baths, 1500sf,
3-level deck, new central
air/ heat unit, large 1600sf
garage Almost 1 acre lot,
located on 13th St, close to
MSU. Immediate possession, $83,000 753-4882.

NEW 3br brick, 2 baths,
natural gas h/a, double garage & driveway North Villa
Subdivision Lot *5 Metcalf
Ln .3 miles north of Murray
437-4783, 753-8237

3BR, 3 bath on 5 acres,
west of Murray Must sell
435-4318
3BR brick, 2 baths, natural
gas h/a, 2 lots, sunroorn,
gas log fireplace
753-5121
BY OWNER . Well maintained home in Sherwood
Forest, SW school district
Quiet neighborhood, nice
yard. 3br, 2 abth, 2 car
garage. Priced in mid
$80's. 753-3057.

THIS rustic cedar home
located 5 minutes from KY
Lake Matures 4br. 2 bath, 2
car garage, fireplace, hardwood floors, tilt-in triple
pane windows, bay window,large deck, all situated
on 1',4 acre tree covered
lot Pnced in the 590's Will
consider trade Call
436-5499_ No Realtors
Please

UPDATED brick 3br, LR,
DR, den, new root, central
ha, nice carpet, new paint,
BY Owner 3br, 1 bath,
wall paper, some window
newly remodeled Priced in
trmts storage building, new
mid $50's 759-4936
conc patio, fenced yard
EXTRA nice, 4br, 2 bath $76.000 Whitnell Ave
brick home on 4 acres, 759-2158
24x36 detached garage,
12x16 outbuilding, stocked
470
fish pond. Located approximately 4 miles SW of MurIlitotorcyckis
ray. Call 753-0621.
FOR Sale or Trade 2 story 1994 250 YAMAHA Tim
log home, 3yrs old, 3800 sq berwolf, red Good condift, 13 acres fenced with tion $1800 Can be seen at
pond, 30'X60' shop, West Star Motors
120'X50' barn, 24'X36* 753-0706, ask for Delmer
barn, 18'X36' barn, 24*X40'
equipment shed Phone
753-7687
lijaport Utley
Vehicles
NEW custom built 3br, 2
bathroom home with op- 1986 BRONCO XLT, black
tional 1400 sq ft of living vernaroon
interior $5600
space upstairs, natural gas, 753-6709
2 car garage with wide
driveway. Located in North 1991 S-10 BLAZER, 2dr,
Villa Subdivision, Lot #2, Tohon package, w/cd, 43
Metcalf Lane. McDaniel V6, Vortec, 83,XXX miles
Construction, red, female driven Texas
(502)436-2766
truck, $8900 4.36-2904

HAY GEVISOLD
Approx. 300 rolls
mixed hay

jii,ckory

arm
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Rooms
For Rent

CLEAN, a/c, 1br, utilities
furnished. 492-8634.

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities inRENT to own: 14X80, 2br, cluded, rent based on in2 bath in Grogans Trailer come.62 & older, or handiPark. Coleman RE, cap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
753-9898.
502,354-8888.

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

•

VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
1BR,new stove & refrigera- duplex. Appliances with
tor, w/d, $270. 1 or 2br washer & dryer furnished.
furnished, $255. Deposit, Central h/a. Extra storage
no pets, downtown. Water space. $550/mo. 1/mo defurnished. 753-4937 8-5, posit. 1yr lease. No pets
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536
M-F.

3 1997 CRIMSON show
houses. Totaly custom built
homes. Interest as low as
7%. Only at Wilson Home 1BR, stove & refrigerator
Center, Murray, KY. furnished. Next to MSU
campus.$250/mo. Lease &
1-800-540-7956.
deposit required. 1303
ARE you expecting an in- Chestnut St 759-4696.
come tax refund? Volunteer wiN prepare your tax 1 OR 2br apts. near downrefund for you if you want to twin Murray. Equal Opporapply it as a downpayment tunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
on your dream home! Stop certificates accepted.
by today and take advan- 753-4109.
tage of this winter special 28R, 1 bath with carport,
and save Big Bucks on your central h/a, appliances
dream home. Volunteer furnished, w/d hookup,
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris, TN. $475/mo, 1yr lease, 1
901-642-4466. Low month deposit. No pets,
monthly payments! Easy 753-2905 or 753-7536.
Credit Approval!
BAD CREDIT, BANK- 2BR, 1 bath duplex,
RUPTCY REPO'S & $375/mo, $375 deposit.
CHARGE OFFS. Been 435-4003.
turned down over & over? 2BR, duplex, central h/a,
Don't give up! We special- stove, refrigerator, disize in credit problems. One hwasher, w/d hook-up. Colphone call can be the turn- eman RE 753-9898.
ing point to putting you in
that new home of your 28R duplex, 14 bath, all
dreams. Don't wait! Call appliances. 1551-B, Martin
now! Wilson Home Center, Heights, $500/mo plus deInc., Murray, KY posit. 753-5344
1-800-540-7956, Ext 101. 2BR duplex in
Northwood.
LARGE selection of used $375/mo. No pets.
mobile homes, priced to 759-4406.
sell. Dinkins Mobile 213R duplex with central
Homes, Inc. 2427 E Wood h/a, washer & dryer, disSt,
Paris,
TN. hwasher, carport. No pets.
1-800-642-4891.
436-5960.
LOOK!! Over 2303 sq ft AURORA Jonathan Creek
home with Pell windows & area, large 1100 square
finished sheetrock & much foot, 2 bedroom, 2 bath
more. See the housing apartment, wall to wall carleader, Dinkins Mobile pet, refrigerator, range, disHomes, Inc. 2427 E Wood hwasher, w/d hook-ups,
St,
Paris,
TN. 2yrs old. $450 + deposit
1-800-642-4891.
474-2774 or 354-8824

300

LA'

113R, low utilities, reference
& deposit required. No
pets, $235/mo. 753-3949
748-5924.

3B

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1998

161.1

Mobile
Homes For Sale

FOR LEASE, in early Feb.
in Chestnut Street Townhouse, 2br, 1.5 bath, all
appliances, convenient
parking, freshly painted
Mobilo
and carpet cleaned.
Homes For Real
$485/mo. Grey's ProperHAZEL, 2br, lease, deposit ties, 759-2001, ask for
& references. 492-8526.
Lynda.

Is NOW OPEN
at our new location:
908-C S. 12th St., Bel-Air Shopping Center
beside The Murray Insurance Agency
We are accepting applications for various types of
employment including: industrial, clerical and fork lift.
Call or come by and experience
The Hamilton-Ryker difference.
759-0650

340

320

•

go, .

400

Garage - Moving Sale
3263 94 E.
Behind East 'Y' grocery, rain o; shine
Wed. 1/28 & Thurs 1/29
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Wood stove, refrigerator, office desk, tables, counters,
sewing machines, cabinet, air compressor, press, John
Deere Roto-tiller, 55 gal. drums, lights, truck racks,'84
Mazda p/u, fishing boat & mtr.

Yard Salm

Daily Lunch Specials 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

YARD Sale, 1654 Calloway
Ave, #4. Jan 24 to 31st.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

430
Real
Estate

For the best possible prices with FREE

delivery and setup go to...

APPRAISALS ONE of KY,
Sharon Beach-Crouch
owner/ certified appraiser
759-5708.

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
435

(CALORAD®)

Lake
Property
2BR at Kentucky Lake with
deeded lake access, fireplace, attached garage
$41,900. (502)436-5927.

No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For more information call

3STORY A-FRAME(within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake. 2/3 Bedroom, 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft,
24x30 detached 2 car garage, 24x32 carport, 8x10
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
ground. 3 Decks with view
of lake. 2 Lake accesses(1
private, 1 public) nearby.
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray. $95,000 Serious inquiries only. Shown by appointment. Call 474-8704
after 5pm, or leave
message.

502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01

Impact Praise and Worship Center
Pasicws Alochael CI Jane Richardson

Are You Hurting? Feel Like No One Cares?
Why Were You Born? What Is Your Purpose In Life?
We Can H&j
A Non-Denominational Church that Feels Like a Farmy
A Church for Me Young and the Young at 14eaM

Sundial
Spiritual Training classes for all ages 9_00 a m
Celebration Service 10.00 a m
Wednesdgyg
Bible Study for all ages 7 00 p m

DOUBLE lot with new septic system, ready for home
or trailer. Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp. $9,900
firm. 759-4696.

rtet Old Lyre Grove RoseI S mese tee on Hwy. 94
Turn 641,1 onto Lrili Grow flood, go 1 mile and look for to sign on
iho rIghL For More Infoentelion CNI (502) 7545107 or (502) 43S-4503

Are You Looking For Security? 01

0 Are you in need of a place to store your 01
0 valuables? There's no need to look any 01
0 further — we have what you need' 01
• Low Rates
01
0 Security GateToday
At
Call
1E3
0.
10
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
121 South, Murray, KY 420711E)
0 1850 State Route753-5562
01
0

440

Late
For Sete
4 ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North ot Murray
753-2592

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is near. Now is a goed time to think about
building.
If ou are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

Bruce Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.

(502) 753-8343
14
1 -7
....
.,

DAVID'S
• HOME IMPROVEMENT
Repair of water damaged floors,
moisture barriers, braces under houses
and insulation.
-Plumbing Repairs -Free Estimates
David Gallimore
901-247-5422
..x.K.;..,K.;.;
:::;;;:;R::;:;:;:
::::::::$:::::::::
-:•:•:•:-WM•
P u Tyear, TN

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny zAr - at (502) 247-9300 or
v _
(800) 847-0256.

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS
'Refinish
•Repairs
'Insured
'Installation 'Border Inlays
NWFA Certified

Special
115

Lois
Fer Real
'4 ACRE lots for RV or
mobile home North of Murray 492-6159

$4.90 sq. ft. 01 Corn.
Red Oak Flooring. (Complete Job)
Scott Clark

502-759-5280

Nlurra, KY

.1s0

•

Hwy 299 Mini Storage
Has 5 different size units available
for you. Located between Stella and
Kirksey. Call

4891796
4894166

(1 (
,

Fenn
Far Sato
11 ACRE farm $49,500
436-5733

Nemo

For Sab
38R, 2 bath, Irving room,
kitchen, dining room, 2 car
garage, 1500 sq ft. Lynn
Grove, Cail 502435-4102.
Price Hee %PIM Lowered.

111, Ai

11 49

41. 09 IP

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile, hardwood & laminated floors.
Residential or Commercial

75 - I 391
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Cars

Services
Of

Services
Offered

1982 TOWN Car, runs
great, looks good 91,XXX
miles $2500 759-2447, attar 5pm

ADAM'S HOME IMP ROVEMENTS.
Remodeling/ Repairs Inside & Out No Job Too
Small 759-9906

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
terns, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

1985 FORD LTD Crown
Victoria. Call 753-7694.

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
ELECTRIC. New construcfoundations, slati6, sidew- tion, rewiring, mobile home
1986 LINCOLN Town Car, alks, driveways, buildings, hookups, electrical mainte150K mites, while, good
remodeling, repairs. AGC nance and repair Call anycondition. $2500 obo
certified 489-2214
time Murray, 762-0001,
759-4866.
AFFORDABLE, quality, cell/ 519-1592.
1987 FORD Mustang, runs building you'll be proud of! EMERGENCY Water ReResidential construction,
good
$2000 obo
remodeling, roofing, vinyl moval. Carpet wrinkle re436-6066.
siding, porches, decks, moval Lee's Carpet Clean1989 ACCORD LX, 5sp, fencing, concrete & ma- ing 753-5827 24hrs
loaded, nice & dependable
sonry. And home repairs
Must sell Make offer
Free estimates. 753-8007, HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
762-2357.
Elite Building.
Custom design. Affordable
1989 SABLE Stabon Wa- ANTIQUE refinishing, furrates 753-7860.
gon LS, 126,XXX miles, niture repair & custom
excellent condition, mainte- woodworking. 753-8056.
LAKE shore brush clearnance records available
ing. 753-6226, 753-4168
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
$2800 753-4981.
Factory trained by 3 major LAMB Brother Home Im1990 BMW 735i, charn- manufacturers All work
paigne. 492-8224 or and parts warranted Ask provements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
492-8250.
for Andy at The Appliance free estimates 436-2269.
753-2455
Works,
1991 MITSUBISHI Eclipse,
automatic, air Real nice
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All LAMB Brothers Moving
435-4201, after 5pm.
brands, Kenmore. 30+ Contractors cross country
years experience. BOBBY or local licensed & In1992 LINCOLN Town Car
Luke Lamb
sured
HOPPER,
436-5848
Executive Gray with blue
502-436-5950
leather Garaged Well APPLIANCE REPAIR
maintained $8,000 May- PROFESSIONAL - MICHAEL'S Transmission
field, 247-1284
D EPENDABLE. complete overhaul on late
model, domestic, overdrive
502-767-9552.
1992 NISSAN Sentra, 1984
transmissions. ASE Certi
Toyota Corolla. 753-2125
ASPHALT new or repair, tied in automatic & manual
1995 TAURUS, loaded, backhoe, dozing & hauling drive transmissions Call
very nice, 59xxx miles. First of all types 759-1039 after 753-0152.
5pm.
$7850. 753-2479.
MINI blinds and micro
BACKHOE Service- small blinds on sale now at 50%
1996 BUICK Park Avenue
jobs, driveways, box blade, off. We measure & install
8.3XX miles Like new
rottertilling, snow removal Call now for in home ap753-9323
- 753-0834 or 759-9835.
pointment. Decorating Den
WANT to buy cars, trucks &
Interiors- 753-1184
ROY
BACKHOE
Service
motorcycles in any condiHILL. Septic system, drivetion 474-9810
ways, hauling, foundations, NEED an addition? Vinyl
siding, new roof or new
etc. 436-2113.
49S
house. Call Rick NorsworBASEMENTS & Homes thy 759-9921.
contracting
/ Sub & General
Vane
Insulated concrete forms PAINTING interior- exter1989 DODGE Caravan, (R32) StyroCrete builders ior, winter rates_ Free estigood condition all around. 502-436-2007
or mates. 437-3879.
143,XXX miles. Well below 502-436-5264
PLUMBING repairs, fast
book value. Asking $2,700.
753-6256, ask for Audrey. BOB'S Plumbing Service. service 436-5255
All work guaranteed -Free
1991 CHEVY van, V-6, 43 estimates 753-1134. RICK'S Roofing- repairs,
engine, 79,XXX miles
shingle & flat roofs Free
492-8584
474-0116.
estimates. 22yrs experiCARPET cleaned by Cert. ence. 502-437-4559.
Techs Any room up to
500
300sf only $30.00 Murray SAVE all your computer
Used
Carpet & Upholstery Clean- information on one cd to
Trucks
prevent loss Only $75. Call
ing 753-6300 anytime
1988 DODGE Dakota, real
Justin at 759-8662
good shape. 753-5136, CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for SAVE $$$ winter & sumleave message.
motor home, boats, RVs mer with energy othcient
1988 S-10, V6, auto, air, and etc Excellent protec- windows from STOCKtool box, 85,X XX miles. tion, high quality, excellent WELL'S Call now for a
Very dependable. Needs value. Roy Hill 436-2113. FREE estimate 753-6585
cosmetics $2600 obo
CHIM Chim Chimney STOCKWELL MainteMust sell. 435-4644.
Sweep chimney cleaning nanceFREE Home Sys1993 Chevy S-10 Tahoe, service, 10% senior dis- tems. Metal roofs, vinyl sid4 3 V6, AT, swb, very nice counts 435-4006
ing, windows CALL NOW,
truck, $5500 obo. Must sell.
753-6585.
COLSON Home Repairs
753-6885.
Additions, garages, decks,
1993 F150 XLT. Gray with remodeling, vinyl siding. SUREWAY Tree & Stump
gray interior. All power & 2 Oyrs experieace
Removal Insured with full
lots of options. Tinted win- 753-5592.
line of equipment. Free esdows & dual exhaust. Extra
timates. Day or night,
clean Call 489-2669 or COMPUTER Repair, In- 753-5484.
stallation, Back-up Call
345-2922.
Justin Crosser, 759-8662 THE Gutter Co Seamless
1994 CHEVY Silverado
aluminum gutters, variety
4X4, extended cab. Be- CONSTRUCTION & of colors Licensed, inREPAIR- Free estimates sured Estimate available
tween 4pm-8pm 767-0425
Remodeling, fencing, deck- 759-4690
1994 FORD Ranger, black, ing, roofing & electrical
new tires, low miles, factory 489-2832
WALTERS Contracting
od, custom wheels. $7500
Free Estimates Guaran
CUSTOM BUILT wooden teed Quality Work
firm Call 753-8181.
decks, fencing, pole barns, Licensed & Insured. Over
1997 CHEVROLET Iwb, sheds, carports Also repair
86xxx actual miles. 1982 & rebuild. Excellent work- 20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
Jeep CJ7 with hardtop
manship. Affordable rates decks, remodeling Call
Good condition. For more 753-7860.
753-2592.
information call 362-4932.
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- WOOD VCR- repairing
FOR Sale 1996 Dodge vices "Cleaning vinyl sidRant Ready for 3rd trans- ing, homes, mobile homes, VCR's, Microwaves Free
mission Purchased new in boats, brick driveways, estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Paris, TN if you'd like to parking lots, all
exterior
own a piece of junk. I've got cleaning, acid cleaning Satellite & Dish Network
Free info Mon-Fri, 1-5-30
your truck 492-6268
available. David Borders, 753-0530.
IF you'd like to invest Insured, Completely Mo$4,000 per year in a trans- bile. Phone 502-759-4734
mission, buy this Dodge Cellular 502-853-1108
Ram truck I'd make you a
real deal
Transmission
still has 9 month 3,000 mile
warranty This is warranted
MORRIS
by local Dodge dealer P.S
'One Can
ynhi
If you're loco, I'll trade for
Does
Replacement
GMC pick-up. Call
It Al!'
492-6268

Classified

,
ROME IMPROVEMENT

520
Boats
& Motors

JEAN MASTHAY

Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

Services
Offered

mb Brothers

3-0 DOZING, backhoe
septic. & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969

Tree Service

502-436-574.4.
1.-SCND-5.4113-521112
LICENSED .1 INSUIED Free Estimates

•

4.•

6
:
4

21 Hr Service
Hedge 7:nevem*
Tree Spraying
Tree SSlew,.
Rogranrai

Tree Triewiting
Cleary* Service
Full L.of
&imposes

Quota. Aert/, r

• 1-_,J
2/
s00
i

A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care Mowing.
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb, 436-5791
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
dewing out sheds, tree
•
work 436-2867
•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORPUNG
All Types Of:

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
President Clinton's links to former White House intern Monica
Lewinsky are spicing up civics
classes in Kentucky's high
schools and colleges.
Dealing with the more salacious details of the controversy is
a trickier task for high school
teachers.
"I, like the president, choose
my words very carefully," said
Raymond Webb, a Frankfort
High School political science
teacher.
Webb spent one class last week
answering questions about Clinton. "I just try to focus on the
impeachable offenses."
Senior Kim Aniton said "it's
interesting to see how they judge
the president on his personal
life."
At Franklin County High
School, civics teacher Sonya
Gardner used her planning period
pulling the latest Clinton articles
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Beach, Virginia. Her move to this
area was due to her husband's
acceptance of a position in the
chemistry department at Murray
State University.
Masthay and her husband, Dr.
Mark Masthay, along with their six
children, reside in Murray and are
active participants in our schools
and community. She is committed
to the goals of the Red Cross to
serve the people of Calloway
County through a variety of programs.

off the Internet, including a large
picture of Lewinsky.
"They're very interested," she
said of her students. "But we're
trying to focus on the character
and role of the presidency."
For University of Kentucky
students studying the presidency
and the media, the allegations
against Clinton provide excellent
discussion topics.
"Last week, we were talking
about the dynamics of the presidency. Who would have known
that President Clinton would be
able to change them faster than
anyone could imagine?" said
Professor Donald Gross.
The effects the alleged scandal
would have on the presidency —
Clinton's in particular and those
in the future — dominated his
American Presidency and Federal
Executive class for its one hour
and 15 minutes.
"As immoral as it is that
(Clinton) had an affair, the real

legal issues are whether he obstructed justice, and that tends to
get blurred when people talk about this," said Thomas Harper,
23, of Cadiz.
Some students were less concerned about the morality of the
president's alleged acts than about the effect on his ability to
govern. Some said Americans
had already accepted Clinton's
sexual escapades.
"But I think it boils down to
trust," said Rob Herbst, 21 of
Des Plaines, Ill.
"I mean, if all the allegations
prove to be true, it makes you
wonder how stupid can you be."
Scott County iligh School.
teacher Jay Asher was discussing
women in politics when the news
broke.
"This aids the teaching of government because if the teacher facilitates the class properly you
know when to connect it to other
topics," he said.

The alleged scandal and media
coverage have provided an ideal
case study at UK's School of
Journalism and Telecommunications, said director Buck Ryan.
"I asked my introduction to journalism students to critique the
coverage," he said.
"Several students said the focus on the speculation and the
use of unnamed sources was not
only a problem for accuracy and
the public but for the media as
well," he said, adding that some
students called the coverage a
feeding frenzy.
Ryan took a straw poll, asking
his students how the story would
end.
"About 60 of the 85 said they
believed it would disappear into
nothingness when all was said
and done," Ryan said.
"And not a single one said
they thought the president would
be impeached."

Hostess snacks face recall in 21 states
CHICAGO (AP) — More than
a dozen types of Hostess snacks,
including HoHo's and Twinkies,
sold in 21 states are being recalled because of possible asbestos contamination.
Kansas City, Mo.-based Interstate Brands Corp. said today it
believes the products are safe, but
its Hostess cake division is voluntarily recalling them. There are
concerns they may have been affected by asbestos fibers in insulation removed from a boiler at
the company's suburban Schiller
Park plant Jan. 11.
Asbestos is a fibrous substance
known to cause cancer and other
health problems.
The Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency had planned to

close the plant Monday night
when it was shut down
voluntarily.
"Everything they had in their
plant or on their docks has been
embargoed," said Tom Schafer, a
spokesman for the Illinois Public
Health Department. "It is being
held."
The products were sold in the
central United States and have a
"57" code as part of the expiration date on the package, the
company said. Only products
with the "57" code are subject
to the recall.
The recall includes 13 Hostess
products plus Dolly Madison
cupcakes, almost all of which
have expiration dates ranging

from Jan. 22 through Feb. 6.
HoHo's included have expiration
dates ranging from Jan. 29 to
Feb. 13. The products can be returned to the place they were purchased for a complete refund.
The incident is being investigated by state and federal officials, including the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.
Nancy Quick, director of
OSHA's Des Plaines office, said
the agency received a complaint
of possible employee exposure to
asbestos and began its inspection
last Friday. The agency has not
yet received results of tests to determine if anyone was exposed to
asbestos.

Interstate Brands is the nation's largest wholesale baker.
The snack brands involved in the
recall are Dolly Madison Cupcakes and the following Hostess
products: HoHo's, Twinkies,
Light Twinkies, Cupcakes, Light
Cup, Light Brownie, Chocolicious, Muffin-Oat Bran, Valentine, Hoppers, Dessert Cup, Fruit
Pies and Honey Bun.
Schafer said the company told
health officials that the states involved are: Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.
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Unnamed skeleton may date back to 1777
STANFORD, Ky.(AP) — The
skeleton of a pioneer who died
more than 200 years ago may get
a name soon.
Archaeologists suspect the remains are those of William Hudson, one of four men ambushed
by Indians after they went outside
Logan's Fort on the morning of
May 30, 1777.
The skeleton was disovered in
September while Kim McBride
and other members of the Kentucky Archcalogical Survey were
digging around the site of the
fort.
Ms. McBride said she wants to

do a DNA study to confirm the
identity.
"William Hudson died young
and as far as we know he doesn't
have children," Ms. McBride
said, adding she hopes to discover if Hudson's parents had
other children whose descendants' DNA could be studied.
Nicholas P. Herrmann of the
University of Tennessee is performing the analysis of the
skeleton.
The first clues to the possible
identity of the skeleton came
from Charles Talbert's book
"Benjamin Logan."
As the story goes, Hudson,

Burr Harrison, James Craig and
John Kennedy served as armed
escorts for three women who
planned to milk cows in a nearby
field.
They were unaware that Indians were waiting in ambush.
Gunfire erupted as soon as they
reached the cattle.
Harrison and Hudson fell. Kennedy was wounded. He and Craig
scurried back to the fort with the
women and returned fire.
Hudson died immediately and
was scalped. Harrison moved
closer to the fort and, despite a
daring rescue by fellow pioneers,

he died of his wounds on June
13.
Ms. McBride said archaeologists have confirmed that the
skeleton had been scalped.
"In the historical records, William Hudson was the only one
mentioned as being scalped," she
said.
Historians know three colonials were buried close to the
walls of Logan's Fort.
"The skeleton was in the right
area," McBride noted. "And the
physical anthropology indicates it
was a young male. (Findings) are
circumstantial but it looks pretty
good."
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
for what you want.
Focus on your goals. You can make
circumstances bend to your will. A
male friend is key to making a project
work. An important meeting punctuates plans. Network. Tonight:
Beam in what you want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Carefully think through a
decision that could affect your career. There are many options before
you; be deliberate. You have the
energy to carry a plan to completion.
Others are equally enthusiastic.The
time for success is now. Tonight: A
force to behold.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your mind explores new
areas as opportunities drop upon
you. It is as if you see life in a new
way. Go for travel, learn and gain
quality life experiences. You are confused by all the choices, but you like
having options.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are delighted by how
much a friend offers you, though
there have been previousindications.
Think through a decision with this
person; he is not only on your team,
he also helps by playing devil's advocate Tonight Gab over dinner
***** Aim

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
Jan, 29, 1998:
Money speaks to you in this extraordinary year. You seem to be able to
make it and spend it with great
style. This is a peak financial time;
keep that in mind when making
decisions. You feel blessed by the
universe, your choices and what life
offers. Be more confident and aware.
If you are single, a relationship becomes important to you,though you
must be careful; you are likely to
treat that person as a possession. If
attached, bring your partner into
your goals,and operate even more as
a team. PISCES helps you increase
your income.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Check in with associates this
morning. They are full of bountiful
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
ideas. Their enthusiasm could be
• Drop by and see our showroom
overwhelming. You have high en409 SUNBURY MURRAY (B•A,nd
and a strong sense of direction.
ergy
753 5940
Think before acting on plans. To•••°.•
46'•'1.11 rught: A night for yourself.

Custom Woodworking

She served with Campus Crusade
in Honolulu, Hawaii as an international student specialist and codirector of campus ministries. She
also co-directed the ministry at the
University of California at Berkeley
and gained human resources experience-at the International School of
Theology located in San Bernardino, California. She also served
with teams of staff and volunteers
assigned to work in North Africa,
inner city Chicago, the United Nations in New York City and Virginia

President's problem sparks class discussion

Licensed & Insured

530

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
mg serving Murray Celloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737

po.,4

The American Red Cross recently appointed Jean Masthay as executive director of the Calloway
County chapter.
She grew up in Denver, where
she earned a degree in business
administration from the University
of Colorado at Boulder. She also
participated in graduate studies in
public administration at Drake University in Des Moines. Masthay
spend many years working with
Campus Crusade for Christ, an
interdenominational Christian mission organization.

Painbng - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage- Pest Damage - Structural Repair

1996 STRATOS Excellent
condition, fully loaded
Must sell! Call 753-7823,
after 5pm

Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Limb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262.

Masthay to head Red Cross

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Others seek you out. At
times,there can be aggressive words.
You are not sure which way to go,
but there is feedback that could be
positive for you. Popularity is high,
with options left and right. Evaluate
choices. Tonight: Say yes to life.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Your ability to talk through
problems makes you a winner. Efficiency is highlighted. Do not push
beyond your limits. Decide what you
want,and be more enthusiastic about
attaining it. Start a diet or health
program;it will benefit you in many
ways. Tonight: Get extra sleep.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Others seek you out, and
you meet them with enthuaiasrp and
direction. Decide which way to go,to
make a situation work for you. Brainstorm — let those creative juices
flow. Another is sweet on you. Tonight: Into a favorite pastime.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Upheaval on the domesticfront
is likely. You put off the inevitable,
thinking you can shove it under the
carpet. Meet each issue head-on.
Use that dynamic energy to further
a cause that means a lot to you.Stay
focused, clear and direct

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Keep talks flowing. How
you perceive a changeable situation
has much to do with how you handle
it. Don't be too sharp with your words
as others react to you. You can inspire people to get behind you and
follow your ideas. Tonight: Chat up
a storm.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might be forced to spend
more than you would like to. As a

result, you are inspired to make
more money,invest or work harder.
You are determined to make things
work. Take a risk, while you are
feeling lucky. You might like what
happens. Tonight: Your treat.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your energy is awesome,
and you accomplish a lot. Stay centered about desires.You opt to putin
overtime, so you can make more
money.Your animal magnetism does
a number on an admirer,be aware of
your allure. Tonight: Go for the pot
of gold at the end of the rainbow.
BORN TODAY
Actress Ann Jillian(1951),actor Tom
Selleck(1945),talk-show hostOprah
Winfrey(1954)
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 28, the 28th day of 1998. There are 337
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 28, 1986, the space shuttle Challenger exploded 73 seconds
after liftoff from Cape Canaveral, killing all seven crew members.
On this date:
In 1547, England's King Henry VIII died; he was succeeded by his
9-year-old son, Edward VI.
In 1596, English navigator Sir Francis Drake died off the coast of
Panama; he was buried at sea.
In 1871, France surrendered in the Franco-Prussian War.
In 1902, the Carnegie Institute was established in Washington, D.C.
In 1909, the United States ended direct control over Cuba.
In 1915, the Coast Guard was created by an Act of Congress.
In 1916, Louis D. Brandeis was appointed by President Wilson to
the Supreme Court, becoming its first Jewish member.
In 1945, during World War II, Allied supplies began reaching
China over the newly reopened Burma Road.
In 1980, six U.S. diplomats who had avoided being taken hostage at
their embassy in Tehran flew out of Iran with the help of Canadian
diplomats.
In 1982, Italian anti-terrorism forces rescued U.S. Brigadier General
James L. Dozier, 42 days after he had been kidnapped by the Red
Brigades.
Ten years ago: Nicaragua's leftist government and Contra rebels began their first face-to-face peace talks, meeting in San Jose, Costa
Rica. The Supreme Court of Canada struck down the nation's restrictive abortion law. A 13-day standoff in Marion, Utah, between police
and a polygamist clan ended in gunfire that killed a state corrections
officer and seriously wounded the group's leader, Addam Swapp.
Five years ago: The Israeli Supreme Court unanimously upheld the
deportations of 400 Palestinians from the occupied territories to Lebanon. Funeral services were held in Washington for former Supreme
Court Justice Thurgood Marshall.
One year ago: O.J. Simpson's fate was placed in the hands of a civil
court jury that was charged with deciding whether Simpson should be
held liable for the slayings of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman. The jury found that Simpon was liable, and ordered him to
pay S33.5 million.
Today's Birthdays: Musician-composer Acker Bilk is 69. Author
Susan Sontag is 65. Actor Nicholas Pryor is 63. Actor Alan Alda is
62. Actress-singer Barbi Benton is 48. Rock musician Dave Sharp
(The Alarm) is 39. Rock singer Sam Phillips is 36. Country musician
Greg Cook (Ricochet) is 33. Singer Sarah McLachlan is 30. Rapper
Rakim is 30. DJ Muggs (Cypress Hill) is 30. Singer Nick Carter
(Backstreet Boys) is 18. Actor Elijah Wood is 17.
Thought for Today: "Would to God that we might spend a single
day really well."
Thomas a Kempis, German monk and author (c.
1380-1471).

DEAR ABBY

Ten years ago
Birdsong, Frances Walker, Peggy
DEAR 'ABBY I
Murray Fire Department reToby and Frances Livers had top knew very little about Planned Parsponded to 426 emergency calls
10 averages in bOtvling in Dillar enthood. I thought of the Ifrganizaduring 1987, according to the reor Dollar League at Corvette lion as mostly performing abortions
port made by Murray Fire Chief
Lanes last week.
I recently learned hew% wrong I w
James R. Hornbuckle. This is a
when a friend shared the experiForty years ago
26 per cent increase over 1986.
Bethel Richardson, local Certi- ence her family had with Planned
Murray State University Racers
fied Public Accountant and mem- Parenthood.
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ber of Murray Junior Chamber of
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Commerce, was named to the and her husband wanted a family,
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board of Kentucky Junior Cham- they were unprepared to start one
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ber of Commerce at a meeting at Just then. Suzy was adamant aliout
games played at Murfreesboro,
Bowling Green.
wanting to end her pregnancy.
Tenn. High team scorers were
Suzy's mother tried her best to
Recent births reported at MurMann and Sheila Smith for Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. convince her to have the baby, but
ray and Baynham and Micher for
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make
Middle.
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to Vickie and Anthony Smith, a
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boy to Veronica and Joe Clark, a
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news. The counselor had spoken
girl to Sandra and Ronnie Bruce,
with Suzy about her decision as
Mrs. Jerry Thomas.
and a girl to Jerry and Rae Hill,
well as other options. explaining the
Mrs. Harold Ezell of. Ezell
Jan. 24.
Beauty School spoke about ramifications of each.. Suzy went
home and discussed them with her
Twenty years ago
"Good Grooming" at a meeting
husband, and they decided together
Traffic is returning slowly to
of Home Department of Murray that
she should not terminate the
streets and highways across KenWoman's Club.
pregnancy.
tucky, but travel remains limited
Fifty years ago
I'm not sure whether Suzy will
still today after the latest snow
Plans and specifications for a
keep the bahiy. or place it 14 adopstorm in the area.
new grade school building for tion, but I was pleased to learn that
Dr. Jean Lorrah, co-author of a
Murray City School System were the counselor took the time to see
science fiction book, "First Chanapproved by Kentucky Depart- that Suzy was fully. inliirmed so she
nel," spoke at a meeting of Jackment of Education, according to could make the right decision fir
herself and her family.
son Purchase Creative Writers
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
I hope you will agree that this
Club at Mayfield. She is a
Murray System. The building will is important enough to share
teacher at Murray State
be erected on South Ninth Street
with your readers. Please don't use
University.
and will house Grades I through
my name, since I was told this in
Ann Woods, member of the
6.
confidence.
Necrology Committee, read a triPLEASED
A low temperature of three
IN THE SUNSHINE STATE
bute about Eula Mac Doherty, a
above zero was recorded here last
member who died in October
night. This is the lowest temperaDEAR PLEASED: I do agree.
1977, at a meeting of Gamma
ture for this season.
Among the many low-cost, highChapter of Delta Kappa Gamma
Charles Magness, Mary Ellis, quality health-care services
at Holiday Inn.
Marilyn Walker and Linda Short Planned Parenthood provides:
Thirty years ago
are officers of Kirksey 4-H Club. screening for sexually transmit.
Martha Kemp, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.C. Kemp, Calloway
CONTRACT BRIDGE
County High School, and Ada
Sue Hutson, daughter of Dan
Hutson and Emma Sue Hutson,
Murray High School, were seniors named for the awards of South dealer.
king of diamonds. In that case,
TRINE'S NOTHING
repeated finesses will overcome the
Good Citizens of 1968 by the Both sides vulnerable.
MIGHTIER THAN ENE SWORD
king,and you will finish with 11 or
NORTH
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
+
74
12 tricks.
Daughters of the American
AMERICAN
But if you begin by attacking
✓ K 753
Revolution.
C.ANCER
(all toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345
diamonds and East has the king,
A
J 1095
•
Bobbie Garrison, Martha Alls,
SOCIETY
there is a significant danger that a
4K6
Mai), Smith, Margaret Morton,
spade return will defeat you. This
WEST
EAST
Verona Grogan, Glenda Hill, Ona •K J 9 6 3
+1082
could easily occur if West started
V A 84
with five or six spades and the ace
V 10 9 6
DAILY COMICS
•7 2
•K 6 4
of hearts.
J 92
Once you recognize the nature
46Q 7 5 3
BLON1)IE
SOUTH
of the threat posed by West, it is
not difficult to find the suitable
A Q5
014, I'M SORRY MY GUESTS LEFT
NO PROBLEM, MY HUSBAND 15
AND I SEE HE'S si
countermeasure. At trick two you
•Q J 2
YOU WITH SUCH A MESS
HERE TO HELP ME CLEAN UP
REAL..LY GOOD 2
lead the queen or jack of hearts
•Q 8 3
•
instead of attacking diamonds. By
+A 1084
•
.9
The bidding:
making this play you virtually
4fgr9
eliminate all chance ofgoing down.
South West
North East
• 6
1+
Pass
If West has the ace and takes it,
1•
Pass
_11-4
I
1 NT
Pass
you plan to duck the spade return
3 NT
Opening lead — six of spades.
and win the next one Now when
If someone aims a gun at your you take the diamond finesse,zou
2-kp L
head, it is a good idea — as a are on safe ground. If the finesse
matter of self-preservation — to loses, East will either not have a
"11,A
disarm him if you can safely do so. spade to lead(because Weststarted
An analogous situation arises with at least five of them), or East
at the bridge table whenever a par- will have a spade to lead (because
CATHY
ticular opponent threatens your the spades were originally divided
chances of making the contract. In 4-4).
HI THERE! I COULDN'T HEL071 rTHANK 40U. AND MIGHT I -1 fr-I FIND I HAVE MORE -Ni 1 ANOTHER THRILLING CONCEPT
Either way, the contract is seENERGY tf I BEGiN THE
81.1i NOTICE THAT NUTRITIOUS: SAY YOU HAVE EXCELLENT
FROM THE '405 DATING Hoar: that event,you try to eliminate the
cured by leading a heart first, efthreat.
, DAY WITH THE HIGH -PULP
TASTE IN LEGUMES!
WINTER SQUASH IN YOUR. i
GASTROINTESTINA
L
----, 11
BASKET! AN EXCELLENT
Take this case where you are in fectively disarming West by reFRUITS. DON'T YOU ?
COMPATIBILITY.
'
WIN THANKS! THAT'S A
•
SOURCE Of BETA-CAROTENE'
three notrurnp and West leads a moving the pistol — the ace of
VERN IMPRESSIVE CITRUS
AM, YES..
spade. You win the tan with the hearts — from his possession beSELECTION YOU'VE MADE!
HOW TRUE,
queen, and it is obvious that the fore he has a chance to use it against
contract is ice-cold if West has the you.
'
Tomorrow: Upping the percentages
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EVERYONE SHOULD DO
ONCE IN A WHILE .
Y-2.3

HE DIDN'T GO
YOUR DAD
TO WORK TODA'(„.
THINK Af3OUT HE'S HON&
UNDER THE SEP.
ALL THI5?
WHAT DOE5

1 Lasting
emotional
injury
5 Sales
condition
(2 wds )
9 Dawn
goddess
12 Othello's
lieutenant
13 Tijuana treat
14 Opp of SSW
15 Produces for
oublic view
17 Outcome
19 Exploits
21 Four to a car
22 Hold back in
uncertainty
26 For example
(Latin abbr )
27 Get up
28 Auricle
30 — Sumac
33 K-N linkup
34 Shoe-repair
item
37 Letter of the
alphabet

38 Type of
Cross
40 Actor Gibson
41 TV staple
43 Behold'
45 Word with
League or
Anthem
47 Protein in
muscle
tissue
50 Sow
51 Barnum and
53 RUminant
mammals
57 On the —
(fleeing)
58 Heart and —
60 Mr. Gingrich
61 Spanish
queen
62 Washing
vessels
63 Seabird
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-28 CO 1998 United
commander
4 Cunning
5 "Dames -

DOWN
1 Kin to bro
2 Feline
3 Mdislem

6 A cont
7 Word with
pick or pack
8 Cushy

ted diseases for both men and
women; contraceptive counseling and services; sterilization
consultation and procedures for
men and women; instruction in
testicular self-examination; prenatal care, which covers pregnancy and childbirth; and postpartum care, child-rearing and
nutrition.
Suzy's experience was not
unusual. However, due to hysteria
and
m isinforma I 1(111.
Planned Parenthood's mission
— to promote individual reproductive rights, information,
counseling and medical services
without regard to age, race,
income or marital status — is
sometimes misunderstood.
•

DEAR ABBY: My niece is pregnant with her first child. She, and
her husband have three indoor cats,
one of which weighs 20 pounds. our
whole family is worried about this
because she keeps saying, "Oh, my
cats won't even bother with the
baby. They don't care what's going
on around them."
But, Abby, the cats have been
her "babies" for years, and we're all
afraid that they will get jealous of
the new baby and smother it.
help us to convince her how w twig
she is.
CONCERNED

DEAR CONCERNED: I consulted my animal expert, Dr.
Erwin David. He tells me that in
his many years of veterinary
practice, he has not once come
across a cat smothering a baby.
That's a myth which should he
put to rest.
However, he also urged that
an infant should never he left
unattended with any pet.
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
ASIAN FRIENDS: It's the Year
of the Tiger, and I'd like to take
this opportunity to wish you a
Happy New Year. In years past,
I have said, "Gung Hay Fat
Choy," but several individuals
wrote to say that is not correct
for all Chinese. They suggested
that I convey my wishes as follows:"Kung Hsi Fa Tsai,""Kung
Ho Hsin Hsi," "Hain Nien Kuai

Le" and "San Ni Fei Lo." This
year, to my Vietnamese readers,
I'd like to add:"Chuc Mung
Nam Moi."

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: There is a new
treatment for children who are schizo
phrenics. It involves large doses of
niacin and vitamins C and B6. Could
you give me some more information
on this?
DEAR READER: Although reports
in the popular press have endorsed
the use of "megavitamin" therapy to
treat mental illness, no reputable sci
entific studies have proved that this
therapy is useful. In fact, the
American Psychiatric Association has
stated that megavitamin therapy ir
not useful in the treatment of mental
illness.
Until megavitamins are proven to
be beneficial, this approach should be
labeled as quackery and avoided by
the public.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Fads I: Vitamins & Minerals."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P 0.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How can I get rid
of mold? I live in an underground
house, and the mold is driving me
crazy. Can it affect my health'
DEAR READER, Molds are a form
of fungus that is ubiquitous in our
environment. Most molds shun day
light, preferring instead cool, wet,
dark surfaces on which to grow In
other words, exactly the situation in

an underground house.

You have a problem that is even
bigger than you realize, because the
molds are also growing unseen in
9 Pep
your rugs, upholstery. bathriorn
10 Formerly
drains, and any nook or cranny in the
11 Gels
16 High regard
house. Moreover, even if you could
18 Shame'
eradicate the molds — a daunting and
20 Pertaining to
virtually impossible task
they
the stars
would grow right back in a matter of
22 Stop
23 Ms Bomgeck weeks. Finally, molds can cause disease. Inhalation of spores may lead to
24 Yes. in Spain
asthma and other pulmonary prob25 Sup
29 Diverging
lems, for example.
31 Papa's wife
If you really want to decontaminate
32 Sea in Russia
your house, you have to be ready to
35 Ending with
spend a lot of money. The walls, ceilvelvet
ings and floors have to be cleaned
36 Flammable
gas
with an anti-mold solution. Then, the
39 Last syllable
rooms should be repainted with a
of word
mold-resistant marine paint. Drains
42 Article
and cracks must be sprayed. All rugs
44 Castor —
and upholstery should be replaced or
46 Relates
47 Competent
thoroughly and professionally
48 Star of "The
cleaned. All this is the easy part.
GodfatherFollowing the cleanup, you've got to
49 Breeding
place
make the inside of your house less
52 Second
hospitable to molds. This will entail
person
the installation of dehumidifiers and
54 Mai de —
large fans to dry out the house. You
55 Board of
also have to let in more light, in the
grain
form of windows and skylights.
56 Fern holy
(Artificial light won't do.) Finally. you
person
59 — 40 (music) must seal the outer walls of the house
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to prevent moisture from leaking
through the foundation
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
10:30-6:30

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
GROUND BEEF
SALE!

Fresh
Cut
Assorted
Ends B Center

Choose Your Burger
Extra Lean - 93% Lean

PORK
CHOPS

WIENERS
and
FRANKS

16 Oz.
Pkg.
Excel Fully Cooked 2 Slices In A Pack
Lb.
Prime Rib

Bar S - Slices Lean

$6.99

Sandwich Ham

32 Oz. Pkg.

$4.99

PURE
SUGAR

PURE
SUGAR

PURE
SUGA

Shopper Value

- SUGAR
4 Lb.
Bag

16 Oz.
Roll
Field Turkey or Nam Sliced

Lunch Meat
Bar S - Smoked or

Polish Sausage

12 Oz. Pkg.

Texas Red

With $10.00 Additional Purchase - Limit

10 Oz. Pkg. $2.79

Grapefruft

$1.19

Colas

. 2 Liter Bottle

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER COUP

S

Ara

5 Lb. Bag

Yellow Sweet Spanish

1GA Assorted Flavors

59'

Onions

$1.99
Lb. 49°

ERYDAY! SEC STORE FOR DETAILS.

is

Uff-iffTER
(8111114f FRF

Jim Adams IGA
UK Basketball Giveaway

610

Register for transportation on
Brooks Motorcoach. 1 (one) nights
lodging for 2 (two) persons at The
Radisson. 2 (two) tickets for Kentucky vs Mississippi at 12:30 PM.
February 14-15, 1998.,

Gallon lug

$1

dogiN146 Nunn Better

iyerost HOUR
4T INT

l05

FLOUR._
5 Lb. Bag

Drawing held Sat., Feb. 7, 1998
at 12:00 Noon
Must Be 18 Or Older To Enter

99

12 oz. 12 Pk. Cans

Hunts
32 oz.

Coke
Products

Catsup

Pringles 8-7 oz. Can

Snack
Chips

eir)
Guilt Free Assorted flavors

Prices Effective
Ian. 18 tIn Feb. 3

Xreet3 13ed"4 idjj-taaned -

kirN

VEGETABLES

ICE CREAM
Of YOGURT

CRISCO OIL

1/2 Gallon Carton

48 Oz. Bottle

'
Yellow Cut Corn, Cream Corn,
Cut Green Beans, Green Peas
14s/a Oz. Can

HOMETOWN PROM

CORN CHIPS

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

